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I. Introduction 

What is the role of "profit" for a Crown-owned public utility that delivers an

essential service to the people of the Northwest Territories ("NWT")? This is the

fundamental issue in the 2016-2019 General Rate Application ("GRA") of Northwest

Territories Power Corporation ("NTPC").

II. The Return on Equity

i) The Thankless Job of Delivering an Essential Service

NTPC works hard to keep the lights on. Good people at NTPC work

diligently with little recognition to ensure that Northerners have fridges that keep the

food cold, lights under which they can read to their children, and appliances that keep

the mountains of laundry washed and clean.

The problem with power supply is that because it is an essential service,1

Northerners expect that the supply will be there and be there at a fair and reasonable

price. However, people only remember when the power is out. There is no thanks to

NTPC, but only complaint.

Instead, the people of NTPC must come to public hearings and be cross-

examined on any number of issues. The questions are difficult and technical and

detailed, but they do their best to answer them.

It should be repeated- NTPC works hard to keep the lights on and this

should not be forgotten.

1 Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 1, at page 25, lines 2-4.
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What NTPC deserves is considered oversight- something provided by the

Public Utilities Board (the "Board"). Regulation ensures that customers receive safe,

reliable service at a reasonable price.2 Oversight does not come from a place of

"punishment" but from a place of transparency because all citizens of the NWT do

appreciate that the lights are kept on, but want to know that the lights are being kept on

at a fair price and after a transparent process

It is consistent with the important mandate of this Board that Northern

Territories Federation of Labour ("NTFL") makes its submissions.

ii) A Public "Public Utility"

It may be easy to forget that NTPC is a Crown (i.e. public) corporation. It

is a fact so obvious as to be overlooked. NTFL invites this Board to re-examine this

obvious point so we may consider the fundamental question: how much profit does a

public company need?

Let us remember the evidence.

First, NTPC is a Crown corporation. As noted by NTPC in their response

to IR BR.NTPC-1, "NTPC is a business owned by the Government of the Northwest

Territories. That means NTPC is owned by the people of the Northwest Territories."

Second, its sole shareholder is the Government of the NWT ("GNWT").

On this point, the average shareholder expects a dividend from their investment.

2 Tab 2, The Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board Fact Sheet "Public Utilities" accessed July 17,

2017, online: http://www.nwtpublicutilitiesboard.ca/sitesidefaultifiles/public-utilities.pdf
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However, NTPC has not sought dividends since 2012.3 The GNWT's decision not to

seek dividends is a prudent one based upon the public good, rather than the pursuit of

profit.

Third, the board of NTPC is comprised of sitting Deputy Ministers of the

GNWT. The evidence of the Phase I panel on cross-examination indicated that having

sitting Deputy Ministers on the board was unprecedented. In fact, the evidence of the

panel was that they were not aware of any other comparable circumstance.4 NTPC is

unique in having a board directly connected to GNWT through its Deputy Ministers.

Fourth, NTPC admitted that it receives substantial support from the

GNWT. In Phase I of the GRA itself, NTPC writes at p. 1-2 to 1-3:

"The Corporation has received substantial financial support
from its Shareholder the GNWT since the 2012/14 GRA.

Reflected in this GRA are increases to Customer

Contributions from the GNWT to finance alternative energy

projects and financial relief to fund the cost of fuel

associated with the 2016/17 Snare Falls Overhaul. In

addition the GNWT provided financial relief for the increased

cost for fuel, overhauls and maintenance resulting from the

extreme low water on the Snare system. In May 2016 as a

cost saving measure the GNWT also replaced the
Corporation's Board of Directors with a Board of GNWT

Deputy Ministers. This action reduced the Corporations

Revenue Requirement. These capital and operating

contributions made by the GNWT, have reduced Revenue
Requirement and are reflected in this GRA to the benefit of

the Customers by lowering ongoing operational costs

reducing Rate Base and reducing deferred account

balances"

3 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 2, page 14 at lines 3-6.

4 Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 1, page 4 at lines 19-25, page 5 at lines 1-8.
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On this point, on cross-examination, the Phase I panel acknowledged that

low water contributions from GNWT were $14M in 14/15 and forecasted to be $23M in

15/16.5 This is a significant contribution for a company whose revenue requirement is

roughly $100M.

In addition, the Phase I panel acknowledged that they received roughly

$5M per year from 13/14 to 15/16 from the Territorial Power Support Program (TPSP).6

The TPSP is a program that is meant to assist people in the Thermal Generation

Communities (TGC) of NWT to pay their electricity bill. It ensures that all TGC

households in NWT pay the same power rate as Yellowknife. The GNWT subsidizes the

monthly electricity bills of households in NWT that are enrolled in the program, so that

effectively they pay the Yellowknife rate on the first 1,000 kWh of power they consume

from September 1 to March 31, or the first 600 kWh they consume from April 1 to

August 31. Once the threshold is reached, each additional kilowatt hour consumed is

charged at the applicable zone rate.

Regardless of the exact amount, there is little doubt that (as NTPC admits)

NTPC has received "substantial financial support" from the GNWT in recent years.

Fifth, in addition to the substantial financial support GNWT provides to

NTPC, GNWT also guarantees the loans of NTPC.7 As noted, in cross-examination,

5 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 16 at lines 2-19
6 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 17 at lines 8-14

' Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 18 at lines 13-20; Tab 4 NWT PUB Decision 1-

2017, January 24, 2017.
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NTPC relies upon the credit rating of the GNWT, and the credit rating is quite good. It is

AA1. NTPC's connection to government then confers another benefit.8

In sum, we invite the Board to conclude that the "public" element to NTPC

is an "essential" element to NTPC. NTPC obtains significant benefits from its public

nature that should be placed in the forefront of this GRA.

iii) NTPC is a Peerless Company

NTPC exists in a "unique operating environment".9 The extremely low

customer densities, harsh climate, and the lack of an integrated transmission system,

set NTPC apart from most utilities. The environment has a profound impact on NTPC's

operations. Here, the evidence is important:19

"MR. PAUL: Thank you. When we come to your

application again -- and I am specifically

looking at page 1-5 of your application --

the corporation indicates that it "exists in

a unique operating environment." That is

fair?

MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is what we said.

MR. PAUL: That is correct?

MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is correct.

MR. PAUL: You indicate that NTPC is set

apart from most utilities because of some

reasons you articulate at page 1-5. Fair?

MS. WHITFORD: I don't think that we are set

apart from other utilities, but I think that

B Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 18 lines 21-25, page 19 lines 1-15.

9 NTPC GRA Phase I at page 1-5; Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 1, page 5 lines 9-19.

10 Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 1, page 5 lines 9-25, page 6 lines 1-24.
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there are very few utilities that deal with

the same operating conditions that we do.

MR. PAUL: Okay, but you would agree with me

that -- let's put 1-5 to you. If you look

at it there, one of the things that you

indicate is "extremely low customer

densities set the corporation apart from

most utilities." Do you agree with that

proposition?

MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would agree with that.

MR. PAUL:

agree that

corporation

Fair?

Of course, and you would also

the harsh climate sets the

apart from most utilities.

MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would agree with that.

MR. PAUL: Again, you go on to indicate that

this environment has a profound impact on

the corporation's operations. Fair?

MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would agree with that.

MR. PAUL: And that these factors set you

apart from other utilities in southern

Canada. Fair?

MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would agree with that."

To similar effect, the Phase I Panel also answered as follows under cross-

examination: 11

MR. PAUL: As I understand from your answer,

finding peers for NTPC is difficult on this

issue?

MR. MCLAREN: Across all of the dimensions

that a cost of capital expert, which I want

to clarify I am not, that a cost of capital

expert would normally consider, it is

ii Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 1, page 10 lines 22-25, page 11 lines 1-9.
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difficult to find exact matches in one

utility for all of those dimensions.

MR. PAUL: Yes, so NTPC is unique in its

operation then?

MR. MCLAREN: There is no other utility that

is exactly the same as NTPC.

These factors set NTPC apart from other utilities in southern Canada. In

the words of the NTPC Phase I Panel " when you consider all of the dimension of

business risk, NTPC struggles to any peers, anywhere".12 This makes comparisons

difficult.

NTFL invites this Board to bring a "made in NWT" solution to the issue of

the appropriate return on equity ("ROE"), and ultimately the appropriate rates to be paid

by the people of the NWT.

iv) Apples to Oranges: Comparing ROEs in NTPC's Application

NTPC is asking this Board to approve an 8.5% ROE. The Board will

remember the evidence of the Phase I Panel, which agreed that ROE is profit.13 Of

course, we know that the NTPC has asked the Board to approve the ROE based upon a

"simplified approach."

NTFL agrees. The approach to ROE should be simple. The average

person in the NWT should understand how much profit NTPC seeks to include in their

rate structure.

12 Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 1, page 10 line 13-14.

13 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 5 lines 2-14.



The issue is whether the simplified approach proposed by NTPC is apt for

a publically owned Crown corporation. NTPC selected its ROE in the GRA by

comparing itself to the ROEs of Northland Utilities, the generic ROE set by the Alberta

Utility Commission, SaskPower, and FortisBC.14

We will remember the evidence on cross-examination that of the four

ROEs provided by NTPC in its GRA to justify its requested ROE, only one relates to a

Crown corporation. The remainder were either privately held companies or municipal

corporations:15

"MR. PAUL: Thank you. When it comes to

your benchmarks for your return on equity,

again you compare yourself to Northland

Utilities. Correct?

MR. STRANG: The rate of return for

Northland Utilities is presented on page

7.2.

MR. PAUL: You compare yourself to that

company in attempting to set your ROE in

this proceeding. Is that fair?

MR. STRANG: That ROE is set at 7.2 as a

comparable rate of return.

MR. PAUL: Sorry, I must have misheard. You

were referring to page 7-2?

MR. STRANG: Yes, that is correct.

MR. PAUL: Thank you, sorry. You would

agree with me that Northland Utilities is a

privately owned company. Correct?

MR. STRANG: As far as I am aware, it is an

investor-owned utility.

14 NTPC GRA 2016/19 page 7-2 and 7-3.
15 Tab 1, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 1, pages 6-9.
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MR. PAUL: Of course, NTPC is a publicly

owned company in the sense that it is

government-owned. Fair?

MR. STRANG: NTPC is a Crown corporation.

Yes, that is correct.

MR. PAUL: In this regard, Northland

Utilities and NTPC are different. Yes?

MR. STRANG: Yes, one is investor-owned and

one is Crown-owned.

MR. PAUL: When you compare yourself to the

generic return on equity set by the Alberta

Utilities Commission, you would agree with

me that that generic return on equity

includes private companies, as well. Fair?

MR. STRANG: Yes, that is correct.

MR. PAUL: Again, to be fair to you, one of

your information requests indicates that

that generic return on equity also applies

to municipal-owned utilities. Fair?

MR. STRANG: Yes, that is correct.

MR. PAUL: You would agree with me that a

municipality is different from a territorial

government?

MR. STRANG: I am not an expert in that by

any means, but I would agree that any type

of provincial or territorial government

would be different than a municipal

government.

MR. PAUL: Thank you. My understanding is

that FortisBC is also a privately held

company. Is that fair?

MR. STRANG: As far as I am aware, that is

fair.

MR. PAUL: Of the three bullet points you

find at page 7-2 to 7-3, the only public

company that you compare yourself to is

SaskPower. Is that fair?
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MR. STRANG: As part of that application,

that is correct."

At the hearing, NTPC provided its Answers to Undertaking 10 (Exhibit 62),

which included additional ROE information. It included ROEs for Newfoundland Power,

Hydro-Quebec, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, the generic ROE set by the British

Columbia Utilities Commission, and an updated ROE of the generic ROE set by the

Alberta Utilities Commission. It also provided SaskPower's requested ROE in its

2016/17 and 2017/18 rate application, and Yukon Energy Corporation's requested ROE

in its GRA for test years 2017 and 2018.

Again, of the comparator companies only Hydro-Quebec, Newfoundland

and Labrador Hydro, SaskPower and Yukon Energy are Crown owned utilities. We

submit that the needs and objectives, as well as the level of support received by

provincial government, are completely different for non-Crown owned utilities.

Accordingly, we invite the Board to reject the non-Crown owned comparators.

What then is left- there is Hydro-Quebec, Newfoundland and Labrador

Hydro and SaskPower- all of which are southern utilities that do not work in the same

environment as NTPC. Further, in each case the capital structure, or debt to equity

ratio, differs from that of NTPC.16 There is also Yukon Energy Corporation, which does

operate in the north. However, there is no basis on the record to say how otherwise the

utilities compare. Comparisons should be made with caution.

We come to the fundamental issue- NTPC has limited comparators. A

16 Exhibit 62, NTPC Answers to Undertaking 10 NTPC 2016/19 GRA.
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"made in NWT" solution is best.

v) The Appropriate Factors for a Simplified and Made in NWT Approach to

ROE

For the test years, we must remember just how heavily involved the

GNWT is in NTPC. The GNWT's substantial involvement suggests that NTPC is not "in

it for the money." It is there to deliver a reasonable essential service. This suggests a

lower ROE than the 8.5% sought by NTPC.

Let us look at the purpose of the profit that NTPC seeks to make off of its

ROE. When we look at the Phase I GRA, it is clear that NTPC requests an ROE but is

silent on what they intend to use the ROE for. Perhaps it ties to investing in aging

infrastructure.17 The Information Request Responses do not clearly indicate the

purpose of the profit.

But, of course, there is an alternative to the ROE to invest. That is

borrowing. There is no doubt that the cost of borrowing would be passed to the

ratepayers- and fairly so. Everyone benefits from newer assets.

However, asset investment is a very long term game. While we must

keep our eye on intergenerational equity (namely trying to be fair to both the current

generation and the future generations), there are no hard and fast formulas for

intergenerational equity.

17 NTPC GRA Phase I at page 1-18.
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What is clear is that rate hikes put pressure on average workers and their

families as their hard earned dollars flow out of their houses as quickly as the power

from NTPC flows in.

NTFL invites this Board to conclude that a 0% ROE and investment in

infrastructure can live together. What happens is that we pass on the costs to the

borrower and the people pay, rightly so, for interest. In fact, this happens already in the

Thermal Zone. There is no ROE at all and there are still investments in infrastructure.18

The Thermal Zone is a good lesson that 0% ROE does not lead to

catastrophe. Yet, one could use a technical argument to say that since the Thermal

Zone has no ROE pursuant to a Government Direction then there must be an ROE for

the Hydro Zone. Such a "negative inference" approach, in our submission, would be to

fetter the wide powers of this Board under s. 50(2) of the Public Utilities Act, RSNWT

1988 c24 (the "Act") to consider all relevant factors.

We ask the Board to reject such a technical approach to this important

issue.

In our submission, it is time for a 0% ROE for the test years. It is time to

give the rate payers a break and remember that we are all in this for the long haul.

Rates can and will be adjusted in the next GRA.

Further, one of the most interesting aspects of the Act is that the sole

shareholder of NTPC has a unique power to direct this Board to do what GNWT

18 E.g. NTPC GRA Phase I at page 11-22 to 11-26.
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wants.19 To the extent that the ROE poses an issue for NTPC, its board (i.e. the Deputy

Ministers) can start the process of issuing a directive on the point. Such a power is a

protection against any suggestion that NTPC will collapse if ROE is set at 0%.

NTPC bears the onus to provide the evidence to substantiate its

requested revenue requirement.2° To the extent necessary, the Board can assess the

ROE by asking this question: has NTPC met its burden of proof that it requires 8.5%

ROE on a simplified approach? For the reasons articulated above, we suggest it is

open to this Board to say "no." It has not met its burden in which case the ROE should

be 0%.

Yet, from NTFL's perspective, the technical approach to an essential

service should not be followed unless absolutely necessary. On the very substance, we

suggest the ROE should be 0%.

In the alternative, the ROE should be 4%. It is open to the Board to accept

a recommended, and perhaps somewhat arbitrary, number where NTPC has failed to

provide the necessary evidence to substantiate its request.21 NTFL submits a 4% ROE

would put appropriate emphasis on the public nature of NTPC and go to counter

balance the fact that most of the comparables are private sector companies or are

located in the south. It also recognizes the impact that rate hikes have on the public.

Simply put, we submit that there is a taxation element to power rates.

This arises from the public nature of NTPC. And similarly to provincial sales tax, or other

19 Tab 5, The Act, s.14.
20 Tab 6, NWT PUB Decision 1-2013, page 75.
21 Tab 6, NWT PUB Decision 1-2013, page 75.
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consumption taxes, utility rates are regressive in that they do not take into account

ability to pay. The taxation impact is disproportionate to the working poor and low

income earners, as they spend a larger portion of their income on electricity. Big

earners can absorb a rate hike with little consequence but low earners are placed in a

tough spot of having to make terrible choices between other essential payments like

food.

A lower ROE can make the negative impacts less severe, as a lower ROE

means lower rates.22

Accordingly, in the alternative we submit that the ROE should be 4% and

NTPC should file new schedules accordingly.

The Capital Structure

In the alternative, NTFL invites this Board to order under section 20 of the

Act that there be a module or hearing into the appropriate capital structure for NTPC, as

soon as practicable.

We have heard that NTPC has a capital structure of 40% equity and 60%

long term debt.23 Yet, is this appropriate for a publically owned utility? The information

provided in NTPC's Answers to Undertaking 10 suggests several publically owned

utilities in Canada have a smaller equity ratio. It is submitted that there should be further

analysis of NTPC's capital structure as compared to other publically owned utilities in

22 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 5, lines 15-25, page 6 lines 1-2.

23 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 10, lines 19-23.
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Canada, such as Hydro-Quebec, SaskPower, Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro,

Yukon Energy Corporation and Manitoba Hydro.

Simply put, utilities have an interest in higher equity ratios. As we have

heard, the more equity the higher the rates even if the ROE remains the same. The

lower the equity, the lower the rates.24

There is an interest for everyone- consumer and utility alike- to have a

healthy utility. Healthy utilities avoid the need for emergency rate increases and thus

promote rate stability. Yet, a utility should not be "overbuilt" to withstand every

conceivable crisis. A higher equity ratio may be an indication of an "overbuilt" utility

whose quest for strength leads to more and more rate increases.

The unique business risks faced by NTPC and the mitigation of those risks

by the substantial support NTPC receives from the GNVVT should be examined in a

hearing devoted to the subject. The evidence of a cost of capital expert can be

presented and tested, to ultimately determine the appropriate capital structure.

A hearing or module into the capital structure would assist in rate setting

going forward, and should be ordered in the near future and outside of the next GRA so

that the issue can be focused and receive the attention required.

IV. Negative Salvage

Net salvage is an aspect included by NTPC in the calculation of

depreciation.25 Net salvage is the expected revenue received from the sale of an asset,

24 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript Proceedings No. 2, page 12, lines 1-13.
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less retirement costs associated with decommissioning that asset. Net salvage is

negative where the predicted cost of removal exceeds the predicted salvage proceeds.

NTPC proposes to spread the expected negative salvage costs

associated with an asset over its remaining useful life. This means that when net

salvage is negative, depreciation costs rise. This increases the rate base, meaning all

other things being equal, this leads to an increase in the rates.

Since the 2012/14 GRA, NTPC has put a "pause" on the collection of

negative salvage. This was due to an accumulation of approximately $20 million in

surplus net salvage. That amount has since decreased to $6.3 million.26

For the purposes of this GRA, NTPC has asked to "phase in" the

recollection of net salvage by seeking $550,000.00 in such costs. However, it is the

intent of NTPC to, in future, collect the full depreciation rate.27 We can expect then

further increases in the rate base in the future.

The conceptual justification for collecting negative salvage by adding to

depreciation costs is that today's ratepayers pay for the decommissioning costs

associated with an asset they benefit from. The argument is that future ratepayers

should not be burdened with such costs, or else this may create generational inequity.

25 NTPC GRA Phase I at Section 6.3 Amortization Study Implementation; see also Appendix A: 2016

Depreciation Study.
26 NTPC GRA Phase I at pages 6-3 to 6-4.
27 NTPC Response to BR. NTPC-10(c).
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NTPC states that "Gannett Fleming recommends that the net salvage accruals should

be restarted now in order to avoid any future generational inequity."28

However, NTFL argues that this "generational inequity" justification for the

inclusion of net salvage costs should be re-examined. The approach recommended by

Gannett Fleming and NTPC is not the only way to address the issue of negative

salvage.

NTFL argues that alternative accounting practices associated with net

salvage have been applied by Crown-owned utilities in Canada. As we heard during the

cross-examination of Larry Kennedy, Manitoba Hydro has chosen to eliminate negative

salvage from its depreciation rates. In its 2014/15 and 2016/17 GRA, Manitoba Hydro

made a switch to International Financial Reporting Standards, which require that where

energy-generating assets are replaced, removal costs for the existing asset form part of

the overall capital cost of the new asset.29 While Manitoba Hydro could have asked the

Manitoba Public Utilities Board to continue to recognize the provision for asset removal

costs in its depreciation rates as a regulatory deferral account, it chose not to do so.39

This was a policy decision on the part of Manitoba Hydro, and the practice was

approved by the Manitoba Public Utilities Board.31

Therefore, rather than include negative salvage in the calculation of an

asset's depreciation rate, net salvage can be incurred on the retirement of the asset in

28 NTPC response to BR.NTPC-10(c).
29 Tab 7, Manitoba Hydro GRA 2014/15 & 2016/17, Appendix 5.6.
30 Tab 7, Manitoba Hydro GRA 2014/15 & 2016/17, Appendix 5.6, page 5 of 14.

31 Tab 8, Manitoba Public Utilities Board Decision No. 73/15 at pages 43-45.
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the depreciable cost base or overall capital cost of the new asset that replaces the old

asset. This means the cost is addressed in the future and not by current rate payers.

NTFL submits that the actual cost of future net salvage for existing assets

is uncertain, and that it makes more sense to include the cost of net salvage at the time

it is being incurred rather than to rely on potentially inaccurate future estimates.

The inclusion of negative salvage in NTPC's depreciation costs is a policy

decision on the part of NTPC and other options are available, which would benefit

today's ratepayer. By including negative salvage in the depreciation rate the total

revenue requirement increases, resulting in higher rates. The justification for this

conceptual practice on the basis of intergenerational inequity does not account for the

inherent value in pre-existing assets. Further, currently the accumulated negative

salvage is in a surplus position.

NTFL submits that pursuant to section 51(3) of the Act the Board should

order NTPC to forgo the collection of negative salvage in its depreciation rate, as a way

to help manage the current rate impact upon customers. It is inappropriate at this time

to reintroduce the collection of this somewhat theoretical concept, when alternative

accounting practices are available. Final determination of the best method of accounting

for net salvage can be postponed until the time of the next GRA. Accordingly, NTFL

also invites the Board to direct NTPC to, at the time of the next GRA, explore the

application of alternate approaches to negative salvage used by other utilities and

present the resulting rate impacts.
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V.

(i)

Studies 

Low Income Effect Study

Since 2012, NTPC has consistently been seeking rate increases from its

customers. From 2012 to 2015, those rate increases were 7%, 7%, 5.6% and 6.2%.32.

NTPC is now seeking rate increases of 4.8% in the year 16/17, and then 4% for each of

the two years thereafter, for a total aggregate increase of 12.8%.33 The cumulative

increase over the three years is 13.4%.34

NTFL states it is important for the Board when rendering its decisions on

rates to have the necessary information to evaluate the impact on the rate-payer and

assess the amount of social protection needed. Further increases in the rates may have

a disproportionately larger detrimental impact upon low income households where an

increasing portion of monthly income is spent on electricity, leaving less for other

essential needs. Accordingly, NTFL states the Board should order the NTPC to have a

study conducted into the impact of increased electricity rates upon low income

households in NWT prior to the next GRA.

Such a study may measure the share of monthly household income spent

on utility services, as compared to a defined threshold of what constitutes an acceptable

level of utility expenditure. The study should consider the cost and affordability of a

standardized level of consumption, or minimum level of utility services a person or

household should have access to. Consumption patterns of socially vulnerable groups

32 NTPC Response to IR NUL.NTPC-1.
33 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 2, page 6, lines 3-13.

34 Tab 3, Excerpt of Transcript of Proceedings No. 2, page 6, lines 14-18.
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should be examined with a view to how low income customers respond to price

dynamics.

The NTFL submits that in fixing "just and reasonable rates", the Board

should have information about the impact of increasing rates on the access to this

essential service by socially vulnerable groups.

In the alternative, we submit that the Board should direct NTPC to present

a low income study proposal at the time of the next GRA. Such proposal would include

the method of study, terms of reference, broad deliverables and cost.

(ii) Alternatives to Fossil Fuel Study

Although NTPC states it is committed to installing and using alternative

energy sources where it is cost-effective and technically proven, NTPC does not have

any specific targets or timeframes for material reductions in fossil fuel dependence.35

NTFL submits that the reduction of carbon emissions and pollution is of

vital importance to the NWT environment. While it is admirable that NTPC has made

efforts to work with the GNWT and has installed some alternative energy projects

including solar, NTFL believes that a plan will help to ensure this continues to be a

priority and to keep NTPC accountable to the public. Accordingly, NTFL asks the Board

to order that NTPC develop and present concrete targets and timelines with respect to

reductions in use of fossil fuel.

35 NTPC Response to BR.NTPC-1(a).
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NTFL further submits that it is important NTPC stay current with new

energy generating technologies as part of its resource planning process. Therefore it is

suggested NTPC study and evaluate emerging energy technologies as well as the

potential for further hydroelectric sites. Such a study could include wind, bio-energy,

solar photovoltaic, solar thermal, energy storage, hydrokinetic and enhanced

geothermal, with consideration to both utility-scale and customer-sited load

displacement generation. The study would evaluate installed costs as well as energy

costs. NTFL therefore suggests that the Board direct NTPC to develop and present a

proposal or strategy to examine alternative energy generation sources, including

hydroelectric generation, including method of study, terms of reference, broad

deliverables and cost.

(iii) Reliability - Shorter Duration and Momentary Interruptions Feasibility

Study

NTPC currently relies on performance indicators known as System

Average Interruption Frequency Indicator (SAIFI) and System Average Interruption

Duration indicator (SAID!) to measures interruptions in service.36 NTPC has established

an upper threshold of SAIFI of 10 for each isolated system in its service area. In the

data presented in NTPC's GRA Phase I - Appendix C, Tables of Service Continuity

Results are based on records of sustained interruptions greater than or equal to 1

minute duration.

NTPC has not provided records of interruptions of duration less than 1

minute. However, momentary interruptions may also have detrimental impact, and their

36 NTPC GRA Phase I - Appendix C, System Reliability Report Fiscal Year 2015-16.
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significance may be missed if they are not measured and reported. For example,

momentary power loss may result in damage to electronics or appliances. Further,

shorter duration power interruptions can cause disruption to businesses, services and

social activities.

Accordingly, NTFL submits that the Board should direct NTPC to

investigate the feasibility of measuring shorter duration and momentary interruptions in

electricity supply, in addition to interruptions greater than or equal to 1 minute.

This data would help to provide a clearer picture of the level of interruption

experienced by ratepayers on a daily basis. Further, it will help to identify where

corrective action may be needed and assist in the application of reliability-value based

planning.

VI. Conclusions

In conclusion, NTFL requests the Board to make the following orders:

• Set the ROE for this GRA at 0%; recognizing the need to mitigate the impact of

continually rising rates and NTPC's status as a public (and not for-profit)

corporation. In the alternative, set the ROE at 4%.

• Order there be a hearing or module held as soon as practicable to determine the

appropriate capital structure of NTPC with consideration to its unique position as

a publically owned utility in the North.

• Order NTPC to forgo the collection of negative salvage in its depreciation rate for

the test years, and to direct NTPC to, at the time of the next GRA, explore the
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application of alternate approaches to negative salvage used by other utilities

and present the resulting rate impacts.

• Order NTPC to have a study conducted into the impact of increased electricity

rates upon low income households in NWT prior to the next GRA. In the

alternative, direct NTPC to present a low income study proposal at the time of the

next GRA. Such proposal would include the method of study, terms of reference,

broad deliverables and cost.

• Direct NTPC to, for the next GRA, develop and present concrete targets and

timelines with respect to reductions in use of fossil fuel.

• Direct NTPC to, for the next GRA, develop and present a proposal or strategy to

examine alternative energy generation sources, including hydroelectric

generation, including method of study, terms of reference, broad deliverables and

cost.

• Direct NTPC to, for the next GRA, investigate the feasibility of measuring shorter

duration and momentary interruptions in electricity service, in addition to

interruptions greater than or equal to 1 minute.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SU' MITT D this 14th day of

August, 2017.

THOMPSON rORF WEATMAN LLP

._Paul 
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1. APPLICATION


1


1. By letter dated December 16, 2016, the Northwest Territories Power


Corporation ("NTPC", "Corporation") applied to the Northwest Territories


Public Utilities Board ("Board") for approval to issue long-term debt in the


amount of $60 million with an interest rate spread not to exceed 200 basis


points over the long Canada bond rate at the time of issuance. The closing


date for the issue is expected to be before March 2017.


2. This request for approval of a debt issue with respect to 2016/17


corresponds to the request by NTPC to issue long term debt in the amount


of $50 million in its General Rate Application (GRA) filed June 30, 2016. In


its GRA, NTPC forecast 2016/17 borrowing by way of long term debt in


the amount of $50 million with a 30 year term, 4% interest rate and semi-


annual interest and principal payments. The 4% interest rate was based


on long Canada bond yields at March 2016 plus a credit spread in the


range of 150-200 basis points. The request for issuance of long term debt


in the amount of $60 million takes into consideration the early repayment


of a 8.41% sinking fund debt maturing in 2026, which was not


contemplated at the time the GRA was filed.


3. With respect to the purpose of the issue, NTPC stated as follows in its


Application:


The Corporation's borrowing needs are dependent upon the extent of its upgrade


and replacement capital program and its internal cash generation and do not


necessarily fit into discreet fiscal year elements. The last long-term debenture


was issued in September 2012 for $25 million. This was undertaken to finance


the 2010/11 capital program and to replace short term debt which financed the


increased costs to the Bluefish Dam project.


The Corporation finances its capital expenditures with a combination of short-


term debt and internally generated cash. When market conditions are considered


appropriate and short-term debt has accumulated to an amount sufficient that the
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long-term debt to replace it will attract favourable rates, it is replaced by the


issuance of long-term debt. As of December 14, 2016, the Corporation's short-


term debt was $37.5 million. The Corporation uses short-term debt only as a


bridge to long-term financing and will reach capacity in its operating line requiring


a long term debt issue. Ongoing operations will be impacted by an inability to


access the operating line if the short-term debt is not converted as it will be fully


utilized in providing bridge financing for long term assets.


4. NTPC indicated that on December 1, 2016, the long-term debt was


approved by the Financial Management Board of the NWT which included


a guarantee by the Government of the NWT. On December 15 2016, the


Corporation's Board of Directors authorized the President & CEO and


CFO to negotiate the terms and conditions to borrow up to $60 million in


long-term debt.
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5. NTPC is requesting to borrow by way of a long term debenture debt, $60


million, in order to repay an existing 8.41% Sinking Fund debt and to


convert short-term debt used as bridge financing for capital projects, to


long-term debt. The expected term of the issue is 30 Years with an


interest rate spread not exceeding 200 basis points over the benchmark


long Canada bond rate applicable at the time of issue.


6. The Board notes approval of the issue would provide the Corporation with


the necessary flexibility to manage its financial and capital commitments.


The Board approves the purpose and proposed parameters for issuance


of the $60 million debenture debt prior to March 2017.


7. The Board recognizes that the actual interest rate and issue costs will be


determined upon closing. The Board will examine the prudence of the


early repayment of existing debt as well as the term, interest rate and


issue costs respecting the $60 million debt issue in the context of NTPC's


GRA.
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NOW, THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED THAT:


8. The application by the Northwest Territories Power Corporation for


approval of $60 million borrowing by way of a long term debt issue is


hereby approved.


9. Nothing in this Decision and Order shall bind, affect, or prejudice the


Board in its consideration of any other matter or question relating to the


Northwest Territories Power Corporation.


ON BEHALF OF THE
PUBLIC UTILITIES BOARD
OF THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES


Gordon Van Tighem
Chairman


Dated January 24, 2017
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10. (1) The secretary shah
(a) keep a record of all proceedings before


the Board or a division of the Board;
(b) have custody of all records and


documents belonging to or filed with the
Board; and


(c) ensure that every rule, order or decision
of the Board is signed by the chairperson
and filed in the records of the Board.


(2) The secretary shah make available for public
inspection during regular business hours all rules,
orders or decisions of the Board and all documents
filed with the Board.


11. The Conflict of Interest Act applies to members of
the Board.


12. (1) Every member of the Board is entitled to be
reimbursed at the prescribed rates for expenses
incurred while the member is away from his or her
ordinary place of residence on Board business.


Honorarta (2) The members of the Board, except the
chairperson, shah be paid the honoraria that are
prescribed for their respective duties. R.S.N.W.T.
1988,c.110(Supp.),s.4.
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Council
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13. (1) Subject to the Public Service Act, the Board
may be assisted in the administration of its affairs by
the persons in the public service that the Minister may
designate for the purpose.


(2) The Board may from time to time engage
persons having special or technical knowledge
necessary to assist the Board in carrying out its
functions.


13.1. (1) The Minister may request the Board to
provide advice on any matter specified by the Minister.


(2) Advice provided by the Board is confidential,
and may only be disclosed by the Minister. S.N.W.T.
2011,c.28,s.8.


14. (1) The Executive Council may issue directives
to the Board respecting


(a) policies to be applied by the Board in the
determination of its orders, decisions and
rules; and


(b) the general performance of the duties of
the Board.


(2) The Board shah ensure that directives of the
Executive Council are implemented promptly and
efficiently. S.N.W.T. 2011,c.28,s.8.


10. (1) Le secrétaire :
a) tient un registre des délibérations de la
Régie et des sections;


b) tient les livres et les documents qui
appartiennent à la Régie ou qui sont
déposés auprès d'elle;


c) fait signer les règles, arrêtés ou décisions
de la Régie par le président, et les classe
dans les livres de la Régie.


(2) Le secrétaire met à la disposition du public,
durant les heures normales de bureau, les règles,
arrêtés ou décisions de la Régie, ainsi que tous les
documents qui sont déposés auprès d'elle.


11. La Loi sur les conflits d'intérêts s'applique aux
membres de la Régie.


12. (1) Les membres de la Régie ont droit, en
conformité avec les taux réglementaires, aux frais
engagés dans l'exercice de leurs fonctions hors du lieu
habituel de leur résidence.


(2) Les membres de la Régie, à l'exception du
président, ont droit au traitement réglementaire pour
l'exercice de leurs fonctions. L.R.T.N.-O. 1988,
ch. 110 (Suppl.), art. 4.


13. (1) Sous réserve de la Loi sur la fonction
publique, la Régie peut, pour son administration,
recevoir l'aide des fonctionnaires que le ministre
désigne.


(2) La Régie peut engager des experts pour
l'assister dans l'exercice de ses attributions.


13.1. (1) Le ministre peut demander à la Régie de lui
fournir des conseils sur toute question qu'il précise.


(2) Les conseils fournis par la Régie sont
confidentiels; seul le ministre peut les divulguer.
L.T.N.-0. 2011, ch. 28, art. 8.


14. (1) Le Conseil exécutif peut donner des
instructions à la Régie sur :


a) d'une part, les politiques que la Régie
doit suivre dans la détermination de ses
arrêtés, décisions et règles;


b) d'autre part, l'exercice général de ses
fonctions.


(2) La Régie veille à la mise en oeuvre expéditive
et efficace des instructions du Conseil exécutif.
L.T.N.-O. 2011, ch. 28, art. 8.
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15. The expenditures of the Board must be made from
money appropriated for that purpose by the Legislative
Assembly.


16. (1) The Board shall, by March 31 in each year,
submit to the Minister a report of its activities for the
previous year.


(2) The Minister shall lay the report before the
Legislative Assembly as soon as possible after its
submission. S.N.W.T. 2011,c.28,s.9.


JURISDICTION AND POWERS
OF THE BOARD


17. (1) The Board has exclusive jurisdiction in all
cases and for all matters in which jurisdiction is
conferred on it by this Act, the regulations or any other
enactment.


(2) Unless otherwise provided in this Act, an
order, decision, rule or proceeding of the Board shall
not be questioned, reviewed or restrained by or on an
application for judicial review or other process or
proceeding in any court.


18. (1) The Board may, on its own initiative or on
application of a person having an interest, by order,
declare


(a) that a public utility is not for the purposes
of this Act a public utility; and


(b) that a provision of this Act does not
apply to
(i) a public utility, or
(ii) goods or services offered or


provided by a public utility.


(2) The Board may impose the terms and
conditions that it considers necessary in an order made
under subsection (1). S.N.W.T. 2011,c.28,s.10.


19. The determination of the Board on a question of
fact or as to whether a person is an interested person
within the meaning of this Act is binding and
conclusive on all persons and all courts.


20. (1) The Board shall hold a hearing where required
by this Act and in other cases may hold a hearing on
its own motion.


(2) In conducting a hearing, the Board is not
subject to the technical rules of evidence.


21. (1) The Board may
(a) exercise the powers of a board appointed


under the Public Inquiries Act; and
(b) order any person to provide information


in the possession or control of that person
respecting the operation of a public


15. Les depenses de la Regie doivent etre faites sur les
credits affectes a cette fin par l'Assemblee legislative.


16. (1) La Regie remet au ministre au plus tard le
31 mars chaque armee un rapport sur ses activites de
Patin& precedente.


(2) Le ministre depose le rapport a l'Assemblee
legislative des que possible apres sa remise au
ministre.


COMPETENCE ET ATTRIBUTIONS
DE LA REGIE


17. (1) La competence que la presente loi, les
reglements ou tout autre texte conferent a la Regie est
exclusive.


(2) Sauf disposition contraire de la presente loi,
les arretes, decisions, regles ou procedures de la Regie
ne peuvent faire 1 'objet d'une revision ou de toute
autre procedure judiciaire.


18. (1) La Regie peut, d'office ou sur demande d'un
interesse, declarer par arrete :


a) qu'une entreprise de service public n'en
est pas une pour l'application de la
presente loi;


b) que telle disposition de la presente loi ne
s'applique pas a une entreprise de service
public ou aux biens et services qu'elle
offre ou fournit.


(2) L'arrete peut e' tre assujetti aux conditions que
la Regie estime indiquees.


19. A force de chose jugee toute decision de la Regie
portant soit sur une question de fait, soit sur l'interet
d'une personne pour l'application de la presente loi.


20. (1) La Regie tient les audiences que la presente
loi lui impose de tenir; elle peut en tenir d'office.


(2) La Regie n'est pas, a l'audience, tenue aux
regles techniques de preuve.


21. (1) La Regie peut :
a) exercer les pouvoirs d'une commission


nommee en application de la Loi sur les
enquaes publiques;


b) ordonner a quiconque de donner des
renseignements se trouvant en sa
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Question
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Definition:
"municipal
taxing
authority"


preferential rate for a service
provided by it, or


(ii) a rate that otherwise contravenes
this Act, the regulations, another
enactment or an order of the Board;


(b) subject any person or locality to an undue
prejudice or disadvantage in respect of
rates or services; or
extend to any person a form of
agreement, facility or privilege, unless
the agreement, facility or privilege is
regularly and uniformly extended to all
persons for service of the same
description in substantially similar
circumstances.


(c)


(2) It is a question of fact, of which the Board is
the sole judge, whether


(a) a rate for service is unreasonable,
unjustly discriminatory or unduly
preferential;


(b) there is undue prejudice or disadvantage
in respect of a rate or service; or


(c) a service is extended under substantially
similar circumstances.


S.N.W.T. 2007,c.16,s.9(2); S.N.W.T. 2011,c.28,s.17.


49. (1) In fixing just and reasonable rates, the Board
shall determine a rate base for the property of a public
utility used or required to be used to provide service to
the public within the Northwest Territories.


(2) In determining a rate base, the Board shall
consider


(a) the cost of the property referred to in
subsection (1) at the time that property
was first devoted to public use, and to the
prudent acquisition cost to the public
utility, less depreciation, amortization or
depletion; and


(b) the necessary working capital of the
public utility.


S.N.W.T. 2011,c.28,s.3.


50. (1) The Board shall fix a fair return on the rate
base of a public utility.


(2) In fixing a fair return, the Board shall consider
all the facts that it considers relevant.


51. (1) In this section, "municipal taxing authority"
means a municipal taxing authority as defined in the
Property Assessment and Taxation Act.


preferentiel pour ses services, soit un tarif
qui contrevient a la presente loi, a ses
reglements ou a un autre texte, ou a un
arrete de la Regie;


b) imposer a une personne ou a une locality
un prejudice ou un desavantage injustifie
relativement aux tarifs ou aux services;


c) remettre a quelqu'un toute forme
d'entente ou d'avantage qui n'est pas
habituellement et generalement offert a
chacun pour un service essentiellement
similaire.


(2) Constitue une question de fait laissee a la
seule appreciation de la Regie le fait de savoir si :


a) un tarif est excessif ou injustement
discriminatoire ou proferentiel;


b) un prejudice ou un desavantage injustifie
existent relativement aux tarifs ou aux
services;


c) un service est fourni dans des
circonstances essentiellement similaires.


L.T.N.-O. 2011, ch. 28, art. 17.


49. (1) Lorsqu'elle fixe des taux equitables et
raisonnables, la Regie etablit un taux de base pour les
biens de l'entreprise de service public destines a la
fourniture du service au public dans les Territoires du
Nord-Ouest.


(2) Pour Petablissement du taux de base, la Regie
tient compte :


a) du coat des biens mentionnes au
paragraphe (1) au moment de leur
premiere affectation a ('usage du public et
d'une juste valeur d'acquisition pour
l'entreprise de service public, compte tenu
de la depreciation, de l'amortissement et
de I'epuisement;


b) du fonds de roulement de l'entreprise de
service public.


L.T.N.-O. 2011, ch. 28, art. 3.


50. (1) La Regie etablit un rendement acceptable
pour le taux de base de l'entreprise de service public.


(2) Lorsqu'elle etablit un taux de rendement
acceptable, la Regie tient compte de tous les facteurs
qu'elle estime pertinents.


51. (1) Au present article, «administration fiscale
municipale» s'entend au sens de la Loi sur I 'evaluation
et I 'imp& fanciers.
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Fixing rates


Rate and
method of
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Franchise tax
or fee


(2) In fixing just and reasonable rates to be
charged by a public utility,


(a) the Board may consider all revenues and
costs of the public utility that are in its
opinion applicable to a period consisting
of
(i) the whole of the fiscal year of the


public utility in which a proceeding
is initiated for the fixing of rates,


(ii) a subsequent fiscal year of the
public utility, or


(iii) two or more consecutive fiscal years
of the public utility referred to in
subparagraphs (i) and (ii),


and need not consider the allocation of
the revenues and costs to any part of such
a period;


(b) the Board may give effect to that part of
any excess revenue received or any
revenue deficiency incurred by the public
utility that is in the opinion of the Board
applicable to the whole of the fiscal year
of the public utility in which a
proceeding is initiated for the fixing of
rates, that the Board determines is just
and reasonable;


(c) the Board may give effect to that part of
any excess revenue received or any
revenue deficiency incurred by the public
utility after the date on which a
proceeding is initiated for the fixing of
rates, that the Board determines has been
due to undue delay in the hearing and
determining of the matter; and


(d) the Board shall approve the method by
which, and the period, including any
subsequent fiscal period, during which,
any excess revenue received or any
revenue deficiency incurred, as
determined under paragraph (b) or (c), is
to be used or dealt with.


(3) In fixing just and reasonable rates to be
charged by a public utility, the Board shall fix proper
and adequate rates and methods of depreciation,
amortization and depletion in respect of the property of
a public utility.


(4) In fixing just and reasonable rates to be
charged by a public utility, the Board shall consider
the cost to the public utility of any franchise tax or fee
charged by a municipal taxing authority. S.N.W.T.
2011,c.28,s.18.


(2) Lorsqu'elle fixe les tarifs equitables et
raisonnables que peut exiger une entreprise de service
public, la Regie :


a) peut tenir compte de toutes les recettes et
les depenses de l'entreprise de service
public qu'elle estime applicables a l'une
des *lodes suivantes, exclusion faite de
toute repartition de celles-ci sur une partie
de ces periodes :
(i) la totalite de l'exercice de


l'entreprise de service public au
cours de laquelle une procedure de
fixation des tarifs est ouverte,


(ii) un exercise suivant de l'entreprise de
service public,


(iii) plusieurs exercices consecutifs de
l'entreprise de service public
mentionnes aux sous-alineas (i) et


(ii);
b) peut tenir compte de toute partie d'un


excedent ou deficit accumule par
('entreprise de service public qu'elle
estime equitable et raisonnable, et
applicable a la totalite de l'exercice de
l'entreprise de service public au cours de
laquelle une procedure de fixation des
tarifs est ouverte;


c) peut tenir compte de telle partie d'un
excedent ou deficit accumule par
l'entreprise de service public, survenu
apres cette date et qu'elle estime cause
par un retard injustifie dans le traitement
de la procedure;


d) approuve ce qu' ilconvient de faire de tout
excedent ou deficit accumule, etabli en
conformite avec les alineas b) ou c), y
compris les exercices suivants
applicables.


(3) Lorsqu'elle fixe les tarifs equitables et
raisonnables que peut exiger une entreprise de service
public, la Regie etablit des taux et des methodes
valables et acceptables de depreciation,
d'amortissement et d'epuisement relativement aux
biens de l'entreprise de service public.


(4) Lorsqu'elle fixe les tarifs equitables et
raisonnables que peut exiger une entreprise de service
public, la Regie tient compte du cart pour celle-ci des
droits ou taxes exiges pour une franchise par une
administation fiscale municipale. L.T.N.-O. 2011, ch.
28, art. 18.
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1 Yellowknife, Northwest Territories


2 Upon commencing the excerpt on Tuesday,


3 July 11, 2017


4 PREVIOUSLY SWORN: MARK HORTON


5 PREVIOUSLY SWORN: BELINDA WHITFORD


6 PREVIOUSLY SWORN: CORY STRANG


7 PREVIOUSLY SWORN: ANDREW MCLAREN


8 CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. PAUL:


9 MR. PAUL: Good morning,


10 everybody.


11 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: Before you


12 start, we have somebody sneaking off to a quick


13 washroom break, so hold that pose.


14 MR. PAUL: Thanks.


15 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: Okay, we


16 are all here. Welcome.


17 MR. PAUL: Thank you, Mr.


18 Chair. Again, for the record, my name is Sacha


19 Paul. I am legal counsel to the Northern


20 Territories Federation of Labour. Before we


21 begin, the NTFL would like to acknowledge our


22 collective presence on the territory of Chief


23 Drygeese and the traditional territory of the Dene


24 people.


25 We acknowledge the Dene people


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1 and thank them for sharing their territory with us


2 today. With that, I want to start with some


3 questions dealing with return on equity. You


4 would agree with me that in this general rate


5 application, the Power Corporation is seeking a


6 return of equity of 8.5 per cent for all assets


7 outside of the thermal zone. Is that fair?


8 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


9 correct.


10 MR. PAUL: You would agree


11 with me that return on equity is essentially the


12 profit that a utility makes on its assets?


13 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


14 correct.


15 MR. PAUL: Again, just on a


16 very simple level, all other things being equal,


17 the higher the return on equity, the higher the


18 rates customers in the Northwest Territories need


19 to pay for their power. Is that fair?


20 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


21 correct.


22 MR. PAUL: Of course


23 conversely, the lower the return on equity, the


24 less customers have to pay for their power in the


25 Northwest Territories?


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


2 correct.


3 MR. PAUL: Of course, the rate


4 increases that the Power Corporation are seeking


5 in this application is again, just for the record,


6 is 4.8 per cent in the year 16/17 and then going


7 to 4 per cent for each of the two years. Is that


8 fair?


9 MR. STRANG: On energy rates.


10 MR. PAUL: Yes, and the


11 aggregate increase, as I understand it, is 12.8


12 per cent?


13 MR. STRANG: That is correct.


14 MR. PAUL: I understand that


15 the compounded rate increase over the three years


16 is 13.4 per cent.


17 MR. STRANG: Yes, on energy


18 rates.


19 MR. PAUL: Right. I will


20 direct my questions to energy rates. I appreciate


21 that clarification. Would you agree with me that


22 the compounded increase for the first two years is


23 8.99 per cent, subject to verification?


24 MR. STRANG: Excuse me, was


25 that 8.99?


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1 MR. PAUL: Yes.


2 MR. STRANG: Subject to check,


3 I can confirm that.


4 MR. PAUL: Thank you. Again,


5 what the Power Corporation is seeking to do is to


6 phase in the rates in order to achieve, in your


7 view, a full return on equity in the last of the


8 three years. Is that fair?


9 MR. STRANG: That is fair.


10 MR. PAUL: Of course, as I


11 understand it, since 2012, the Power Corporation


12 has been seeking rate increases from its


13 customers. Fair?


14 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


15 fair.


16 MR. PAUL: My information is


17 that from 2012 to 2015, those rate increases


18 ranged between 5.6 per cent and 7 per cent. Do


19 you agree with that?


20 MR. STRANG: Could you please


21 repeat the rates that you had there, sir?


22 MR. PAUL: I apologize. My


23 understanding of the range of rate increases from


24 2012 to 2015 was 5.6 to 7 per cent.


25 MR. STRANG: Subject to check,
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1 I can confirm that in energy rates.


2 MR. PAUL: Okay. As I


3 understand it, one of the main drivers in this


4 particular application for the rate increase is


5 the need to invest in aging infrastructure. Fair?


6 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


7 correct.


8 MR. PAUL: Essentially,


9 capital costs are driving the rates up, at least


10 in part?


11 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


12 fair.


13 MR. PAUL: When it comes back


14 to your return on equity of 8.5 per cent, I


15 understand the way that you got that number was by


16 proposing a simplified approach?


17 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


18 consistent with previous applications.


19 MR. PAUL: Of course, in your


20 view, this is here to reduce regulatory


21 complexity?


22 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


23 correct.


24 MR. PAUL: In your chapter 7


25 of your rate application, you proceed to outline


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1 returns on equity elsewhere in Canada that you


2 compare yourself to. Fair?


3 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


4 correct.


5 MR. PAUL: Again, in terms of


6 the comparators, one of your comparators is


7 Northland Utilities which has an ROE of 9.1 per


8 cent. Correct?


9 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


10 correct.


11 MR. PAUL: Of course,


12 ultimately, you also compare yourself to the


13 generic return on equity in the Alberta Utility


14 Commission of 8.3 per cent?


15 MR. MCLAREN: That is the


16 figure that is in the application. We provided an


17 updated figure as part of the undertaking response


18 earlier today.


19 MR. PAUL: The updated figure,


20 as I understand it, is now 8.5 per cent.


21 MR. MCLAREN: Yes, that is


22 correct.


23 MR. PAUL: In addition, you


24 are comparing yourself to SaskPower, again at 8.5


25 per cent?
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1 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


2 correct.


3 MR. PAUL: Then FortisBC at


4 9.15 per cent?


5 MR. STRANG: That was also


6 updated in the previous undertaking addressed


7 today.


8 MR. PAUL: In your GRA you


9 compared yourself to 9.15, but now your


10 information is that it has reduced to 8.75?


11 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


12 correct.


13 MR. PAUL: When it comes to


14 the capital structure of your corporation, my


15 understanding is that you are seeking roughly 80


16 per cent equity and 60 per cent long-term debt?


17 MR. STRANG: No, that is not


18 correct.


19 MR. PAUL: Could you please


20 clarify that for me then? What is your capital


21 structure?


22 MR. STRANG: It is 60 per cent


23 debt and 40 per cent equity.


24 MR. PAUL: My apologies. I


25 must have reversed it. Sorry, could you repeat


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1 that answer? I want to make sure I had it


2 correct.


3 MR. STRANG: That is schedule


4 7.0 in our March 1st, 2007 filing, and it is 60


5 per cent debt and 40 per cent equity.


6 MR. PAUL: Sorry, my


7 apologies. My understanding is that this is


8 slightly down from the last general rate


9 application where there was a 43 per cent equity


10 and 57 per cent long-term debt.


11 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is also


12 shown in schedule 7.0.


13 MR. PAUL: In order to try and


14 make this simple, my understanding is that one of


15 the aspects of the rate setting application is


16 that you take your 40 per cent equity stake and


17 apply the 8.5 per cent return on equity in order


18 to obtain a return.


19 MR. STRANG: On non-thermal


20 assets, and that is also shown in schedule 7.0.


21 MR. PAUL: Thank you. Again,


22 this is the return that you are phasing in, the


23 rates that you are seeking in this application?


24 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


25 correct.
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1 MR. PAUL: You would agree


2 with me that if you were to change notionally the


3 capital structure of the Power Corporation, that


4 would have an effect on the rates you are seeking?


5 MR. STRANG: Yes, that would


6 change the revenue requirement.


7 MR. PAUL: Right. Effectively


8 you would agree with me that if the notional


9 capital structure was 30 per cent equity and 70


10 per cent debt and if we still apply the same


11 return on equity, that would effectively mean


12 lower rates to customers?


13 MR. STRANG: Correct.


14 MR. PAUL: Thank you. As I


15 understand your application, when you compare


16 yourself to entities such as Northland Utilities,


17 my understanding of your application is that you


18 do not outline the relative capital structures of


19 those other entities. Is that fair?


20 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


21 correct. It is not provided in the application.


22 MR. PAUL: Now, when we look


23 at the type of corporation that the Power


24 Corporation is, we are agreed of course that we


25 are dealing with a Crown corporation?


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1


2 Crown corporation.


3


MR. STRANG: Yes, NTPC is a


MR. PAUL: In fact, one of the


4 information requests that you answered, you


5 say -- and I am happy to point it to you; it is


6 BR-NTPC-1 -- in one of the answers to an


7 information request, NTPC says:


8 "NTPC is a business owned


9 by the Government of the


10 Northwest Territories.


11 That means NTPC is owned


12 by the people of the


13 Northwest Territories."


14 (As read.)


15 That is an accurate statement?


16 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


17 correct.


18 MR. PAUL: My understanding is


19 that the effective sole shareholder of NTPC is the


20 Government of the Northwest Territories.


21 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


22 correct.


23 MR. PAUL: I understand that


24 NTPC is not issuing dividends to its sole


25 shareholder right now.


ASAP Reporting Services Inc.
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1 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


2 correct.


3 MR. PAUL: For how long has


4 this freeze on dividends been in place?


5 MS. WHITFORD: Subject to


6 check, I would say it has been since 2012.


7 MR. PAUL: When you look at


8 the board, my understanding of your application is


9 that the board of NTPC was replaced by sitting


10 deputy ministers of government. Is that fair?


11 MS. WHITFORD: The shareholder


12 determines what composition the board of any Crown


13 utility is. In this case currently, yes, the


14 board is made up of deputy ministers.


15 MR. PAUL: You are agreeing


16 with me, then, the government chose to put sitting


17 deputy ministers as the board of the Power


18 Corporation?


19 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is


20 correct.


21 MR. PAUL: Of course, you


22 indicate that this ultimately lead to a cost


23 savings to the rate payers. Fair?


24 MS. WHITFORD: The elimination


25 of the previous board structure or the way that
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1 the board -- the board composition was a cost


2 savings to customers. That is true.


3 MR. PAUL: That is because the


4 government is essentially covering the salary and


5 costs of those deputy ministers as they sit on the


6 board of your corporation?


7 MS. WHITFORD: That is because


8 NTPC does not incur the cost for its board of


9 directors to attend meetings and to complete any


10 of the other functions or responsibilities, I


11 guess, as directors.


12 MR. PAUL: There is no per


13 diem or salary paid by the corporation to these


14 deputy ministers who sit on the board for NTPC.


15 Fair?


16 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is


17 correct.


18 MR. PAUL: I understand from


19 your application that you say -- I am reading from


20 page 1-2 -- that NTPC has "received substantial


21 financial support from its shareholder, the GNWT,


22 since the 2012-2014 GRA." That statement remains


23 accurate?


24 MS. WHITFORD: Historically,


25 NTPC has received funding from the GNWT to assist
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1 customers.


2 MR. PAUL: My understanding of


3 this substantial support from government includes


4 the financial relief we saw because of the low


5 water on the Snare system. Fair?


6 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is


7 true.


8 MR. PAUL: My information is


9 that the substantial support from government


10 included a $14 million payment from the government


11 in 2014/15 for the low water. Is that fair?


12 MS. WHITFORD: Subject to


13 check, that is true.


14 MR. PAUL: My understanding


15 was that there was a forecast in 15/16 for that


16 substantial support to increase to $23 million.


17 Is that fair?


18 MS. WHITFORD: Subject to


19 check, yes.


20 MR. PAUL: I understand that


21 the government plays a role in funding alternative


22 generation such that those costs are not borne by


23 the rate payer. Is that fair?


24 MS. WHITFORD: The GNWT


25 provides funding to offset the cost of capital for
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1 alternative generation. That is true.


2 MR. PAUL: I think one of the


3 examples given was a Fort Simpson solar panel or


4 solar project in which essentially government


5 covered the full cost. Is that fair?


6 MS. WHITFORD: Subject to


7 check, yes.


8 MR. PAUL: In addition, my


9 understanding of your application is that the


10 Territorial Power Support Program also saw


11 expenditures of just under $5 million a year from


12 13/14 to 15/16. Do you agree with that?


13 MS. WHITFORD: Subject to


14 check, yes.


15 MR. PAUL: My understanding of


16 the power support program is that it is a program


17 that is meant to assist people in a certain


18 portion of the Northwest Territories to pay their


19 hydro bill. Is that fair?


20 MS. WHITFORD: To pay their


21 electricity bill. That would be true.


22 MR. PAUL: Thank you, and from


23 your evidence yesterday, I understand that the


24 Fuel Services division of the government delivers


25 fuel to communities for use for power. Is that
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1 fair?


2 MS. WHITFORD: NTPC purchases


3 the majority of its fuel from the Fuel Services


4 division. That is true.


5 MR. PAUL: Correct me if I am


6 wrong, but my understanding of your evidence


7 yesterday -- again, I could be wrong on this is


8 that the government incurs the cost of actually


9 transporting that fuel.


10 MS. WHITFORD: Included in the


11 prices that are charged to NTPC for fuel is


12 transportation costs.


13 MR. PAUL: In addition to the


14 substantial financial support that you receive


15 from government, I also understand that the


16 government guarantees loans provided to the Power


17 Corporation. Is that fair?


18 MS. WHITFORD: NTPC customers


19 receive the benefit of having our long-term debt


20 guaranteed by the GNWT, yes.


21 MR. PAUL: I understand from


22 evidence yesterday that, in fact, NTPC relies on


23 the credit rating of government. Fair?


24 MS. WHITFORD: Again, NTPC's


25 customers receive the benefit of having our
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1 long-term debt -- interest costs associated with


2 that long-term debt based on the GNWT's credit


3 rating.


4 MR. PAUL: In my


5 understanding, the credit rating evidence from


6 yesterday is that it is an AA1 credit rating in


7 the government, and that is good?


8 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


9 correct.


10 MR. PAUL: Ultimately then, I


11 think as you just agreed with me, NTPC gets the


12 benefit of that good credit rating when they go to


13 secure loans?


14 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


15 correct.


16 MR. PAUL: I think, if we can


17 return back to the board, it is fair to say that


18 from time to time, government will change the


19 composition of a board of a power corporation. Do


20 you agree with that?


21 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


22 agree that that is possible.


23 MR. PAUL: But you would agree


24 with me that it is unusual for a government to


25 replace the board of a power corporation entirely
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1 of sitting deputy ministers?


2 MS. WHITFORD: I would say


3 that any shareholder of a Crown corporation gets


4 to determine what composition their board of


5 directors makes up, and our government or


6 shareholder created the composition of our board


7 of directors as they saw fit.


8 THE SECRETARY: In your


9 experience, you have not seen such a maneuver


10 previously?


11 MS. WHITFORD: In my


12 experience at NTPC, we have not had a board of


13 directors who were comprised of deputy ministers.


14 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: I need to


15 sneak in here, sorry. We are getting -- we are --


16 MR. PAUL: My apologies.


17 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: We are on


18 an upward trend but we also have to do the lunch


19 thing, so stay with that energy level. We will be


20 back here at 1:00. I see we have a conflict at


21 1:00. We have a commitment to the public at 1:00


22 which will take precedent to the consultants.


23 If you can just -- assuming


24 that there is public that arrives, there will be a


25 bit of a delay, potentially. The other thing is
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1 that there have been some questions about


2 transcripts and transcripts are available at $2 a


3 page per copy. It includes electronic and hard


4 copy. Tell the transcript fellow in the light


5 blue shirt. We will see you back here at 1:00.


6 --- Whereupon the excerpt ends at 12:03 p.m.
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8 I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I have, to the best of my


9 skill and ability accurately recorded by


10 Shorthand, and transcribed therefrom, the


11 foregoing proceeding.
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What are Public Utilities?


I n Canada, electric, natural gas and telephone companies are considered to be


public utilities and are regulated. A public utility is characterized by a number of


different aspects including; a franchise (or service area), an obligation to serve all


customers in its service area, the necessity of the service to the public and the


fact that the service can be supplied most economically by a single company


(natural monopoly).


A franchise is a monopoly granted to a utility company, usually by a municipality,


to provide a particular utility service to all customers within a geographical area.


Competitors can offer alternatives to the utility's service but they cannot provide


the same service. Historically, franchises were granted to utility companies in


exchange for a commitment from the company to provide a specified level of


service (which usually required significant, long-term investments in plant and


equipment) and to serve all customers in the service area.


The "public" aspect of a public utility refers to the fact that the service provided is


necessary to the public good. Prime examples include electricity, water, and


telephone service, which are essential to individual health and/or the functioning


of a modern society and cannot easily be substituted for. Given the need to


invest huge sums of capital to provide electric or water or telephone services to


all customers in a franchise area, most public utilities are considered to be


"natural monopolies" as it is most economical to have one supplier of the service


in a franchise area. For example, if two or more electric utilities had to compete


for customers in a geographic area, the duplication in generating plants,


transmission lines, distribution systems etc would greatly increase the cost of the


service to each customer. To enable the customers to be served as


economically as possible, only one service provider is permitted to operate in that


area.


Even though it may be most economical to grant a utility company a monopoly to


provide an essential service to all customers in a franchise area, there is no


guarantee that the utility company will actually pass the savings on to the


customer. If the utility company takes advantage of its monopoly and charges


unreasonably high prices for its service (to maximize its profits), this would not be







in the public interest as customers would be required to pay too much for an


essential service.


To prevent monopoly abuses, most public utility companies are regulated.


Regulation ensures that customers receive safe, reliable service at a reasonable


price while also making sure that the utility company has an opportunity to earn a


reasonable return on its investment.
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1 Yellowknife, Northwest Territories


2 --- Upon commencing the excerpt on Tuesday, July


3 11, 2017 in the afternoon


4 CONTINUED CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. PAUL:


5 MR. PAUL: Are we ready to


6 proceed? When we broke, we were talking about the


7 board of directors for NTPC and to backtrack a


8 little, I think you would agree with me that right


9 now there are sitting bureaucrats on the board of


10 NTPC. Fair?


11 MS. WHITFORD: Right now,


12 NTPC's board of directors is comprised of deputy


13 ministers.


14 MR. PAUL: So you are agreeing


15 with me?


16 MS. WHITFORD: I am saying


17 that the board of directors of NTPC is comprised


18 of deputy ministers.


19 MR. PAUL: My understanding of


20 your evidence was having sitting deputy ministers


21 on the board was unprecedented for NTPC. Fair?


22 MS. WHITFORD: This is the


23 first time that NTPC has had a board of deputy


24 ministers. That is correct.


25 MR. PAUL: In the collective
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1 experience of the panel, you are not aware of any


2 other comparable situation for public utilities in


3 Canada to have a board replaced by deputy


4 ministers. Fair?


5 MR. MCLAREN: I will just say


6 for myself, it is not an issue I have specifically


7 reviewed for this proceeding, but I am not aware


8 at this time of any comparable situation.


9 MR. PAUL: Thank you. When we


10 come to your application again -- and I am


11 specifically looking at page 1-5 of your


12 application -- the corporation indicates that it


13 "exists in a unique operating environment." That


14 is fair?


15 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is


16 what we said.


17 MR. PAUL: That is correct?


18 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, that is


19 correct.


20 MR. PAUL: You indicate that


21 NTPC is set apart from most utilities because of


22 some reasons you articulate at page 1-5. Fair?


23 MS. WHITFORD: I don't think


24 that we are set apart from other utilities, but I


25 think that there are very few utilities that deal
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1 with the same operating conditions that we do.


2 MR. PAUL: Okay, but you would


3 agree with me that -- let's put 1-5 to you. If


4 you look at it there, one of the things that you


5 indicate is "extremely low customer densities set


6 the corporation apart from most utilities." Do


7 you agree with that proposition?


8 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


9 agree with that.


10 MR. PAUL: Of course, and you


11 would also agree that the harsh climate sets the


12 corporation apart from most utilities. Fair?


13 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


14 agree with that.


15 MR. PAUL: Again, you go on to


16 indicate that this environment has a profound


17 impact on the corporation's operations. Fair?


18 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


19 agree with that.


20 MR. PAUL: And that these


21 factors set you apart from other utilities in


22 southern Canada. Fair?


23 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


24 agree with that.


25 MR. PAUL: Thank you. When it
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1 comes to your benchmarks for your return on


2 equity, again you compare yourself to Northland


3 Utilities. Correct?


4 MR. STRANG: The rate of


5 return for Northland Utilities is presented on


6 page 7.2.


7 MR. PAUL: You compare


8 yourself to that company in attempting to set your


9 ROE in this proceeding. Is that fair?


10 MR. STRANG: That ROE is set


11 at 7.2 as a comparable rate of return.


12 MR. PAUL: Sorry, I must have


13 misheard. You were referring to page 7-2?


14 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


15 correct.


16 MR. PAUL: Thank you, sorry.


17 You would agree with me that Northland Utilities


18 is a privately owned company. Correct?


19 MR. STRANG: As far as I am


20 aware, it is an investor-owned utility.


21 MR. PAUL: Of course, NTPC is


22 a publicly owned company in the sense that it is


23 government-owned. Fair?


24 MR. STRANG: NTPC is a Crown


25 corporation. Yes, that is correct.
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1 MR. PAUL: In this regard,


2 Northland Utilities and NTPC are different. Yes?


3 MR. STRANG: Yes, one is


4 investor-owned and one is Crown-owned.


5 MR. PAUL: When you compare


6 yourself to the generic return on equity set by


7 the Alberta Utilities Commission, you would agree


8 with me that that generic return on equity


9 includes private companies, as well. Fair?


10 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


11 correct.


12 MR. PAUL: Again, to be fair


13 to you, one of your information requests indicates


14 that that generic return on equity also applies to


15 municipal-owned utilities. Fair?


16 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


17 correct.


18 MR. PAUL: You would agree


19 with me that a municipality is different from a


20 territorial government?


21 MR. STRANG: I am not an


22 expert in that by any means, but I would agree


23 that any type of provincial or territorial


24 government would be different than a municipal


25 government.
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1 MR. PAUL: Thank you. My


2 understanding is that FortisBC is also a privately


3 held company. Is that fair?


4 MR. STRANG: As far as I am


5 aware, that is fair.


6 MR. PAUL: Of the three bullet


7 points you find at page 7-2 to 7-3, the only


8 public company that you compare yourself to is


9 SaskPower. Is that fair?


10 MR. STRANG: As part of that


11 application, that is correct.


12 MR. PAUL: I apologize if I


13 have asked this question before because I might


14 have lost some memory over the lunch break, but I


15 think it is fair that nowhere in your application


16 do you speak to the relative capital structures of


17 these various entities listed on pages 7-2 to 7-3.


18 Fair?


19 MR. STRANG: In previous


20 applications where we had rate of return experts


21 debating the rate of return before the Brighter


22 Future reports that were issued, we would present


23 a capital structure. Sorry, it is the first time


24 anyone has told me I wasn't speaking loud enough.


25 It is my understanding that when addressing the
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1 business risk of utility, regulators often look at


2 not only their return on equity but also their


3 capital structure that they review.


4 MR. PAUL: In terms of other


5 publicly owned utilities in Canada, is it fair to


6 say that those publicly owned utilities in Canada


7 have a different capital structure than the one


8 you are proposing in your general rate


9 application?


10 MR. MCLAREN: Mr. Paul, I


11 think one of the issues we run into here is that


12 when you consider all of the dimensions of


13 business risk, NTPC struggles to find any peers


14 anyway, anywhere, and so we do have some


15 difficulty finding a perfect match.


16 I would note that in terms of


17 other northern utilities, NTPC's equity ratio of


18 40 per cent is consistent with Yukon Energy, which


19 is a northern Crown-owned utility, and also with


20 the deemed equity ratio that is assumed for rates


21 in Nunavut.


22 MR. PAUL: As I understand


23 from your answer, finding peers for NTPC is


24 difficult on this issue?


25 MR. MCLAREN: Across all of
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1 the dimensions that a cost of capital expert,


2 which I want to clarify I am not, that a cost of


3 capital expert would normally consider, it is


4 difficult to find exact matches in one utility for


5 all of those dimensions.


6 MR. PAUL: Yes, so NTPC is


7 unique in its operation then?


8 MR. MCLAREN: There is no


9 other utility that is exactly the same as NTPC.


10 MR. PAUL: When it comes to


11 publicly owned utilities across Canada -- sorry,


12 one second. I want to see how much you are aware


13 of this. Has NTPC looked at the debt to equity


14 ratio for SaskPower?


15 MR. MCLAREN: I am familiar


16 with the debt to equity ratio for SaskPower, yes.


17 MR. PAUL: And it is?


18 MR. MCLAREN: SaskPower has


19 defined a long-term target for its equity ratio


20 between 60 to 75 per cent. Currently it is at the


21 upper end of that, somewhere in the low 70 per


22 cent range.


23 MR. PAUL: As I understand the


24 answer, presently SaskPower is at 70-ish per cent


25 debt?
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1 MR. MCLAREN: I would say


2 without checking the exact number that it is at


3 the top end of that range, so somewhere in the low


4 70 per cent, yes.


5 MR. PAUL: Again, just to


6 simplify it, your understanding right now is that


7 SaskPower has 30 per cent equity, 70 per cent


8 debt, roughly?


9 MR. MCLAREN: Correct.


10 MR. PAUL: Thank you. Again,


11 have you examined the capital structure of Hydro


12 Quebec?


13 U/T MR. MCLAREN: We have not


14 specifically reviewed that material, but we did


15 provide an undertaking this morning. If is


16 helpful to the board, we could update it with that


17 information.


18 MR. PAUL: I would request an


19 undertaking that they provide us with the debt to


20 equity ratio for Hydro Quebec.


21 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: So noted.


22 MR. PAUL: Thank you. I think


23 we agreed earlier in the examination that if the


24 capital structure was something less than 40/60,


25 that would mean, all other things being equal,
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1 rate payers would pay less for power. Is that


2 fair?


3 MR. MCLAREN: Mr. Paul, I


4 think that is, in broad terms, correct. I would


5 add, though, that with the government instruction


6 on how to calculate an interest coverage ratio for


7 the thermal zone, that would have the effect of


8 increasing the interest expense for the thermal


9 zone.


10 Therefore, we would be


11 required, the way the guideline is currently


12 written, to seek the 1.5 per cent interest


13 coverage on a higher proportion of the debt than


14 we are currently seeking.


15 MR. PAUL: How much that


16 interest coverage would be if you changed the


17 capital structure of NTPC notionally you don't


18 know right now?


19 MR. MCLAREN: We have not


20 calculated that number to date.


21 MR. PAUL: In this regard, I


22 would like an undertaking from NTPC to provide


23 revised schedules 3.0 and 7.0 to 7.4 indicating


24 what the rates would be if the capital structure


25 was lower, 30 per cent equity and 70 per cent
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1 debt. May I have that undertaking?


2 MR. MCLAREN: I will just


3 clarify, Mr. Paul, that those schedules would


4 change the revenue requirement. It may not change


5 the rates. So just to be clear, we could provide


6 the revenue requirement numbers under those


7 scenarios but not necessarily the rates.


8 MR. PAUL: The revenue


9 requirement leads to rates ultimately. Right?


10 MR. MCLAREN: Ultimately it


11 would. I just wanted to be very clear about the


12 numbers we agree to providing.


13 MR. PAUL: I would ultimately


14 like the changes to those schedules and to


15 determine will the rates that you are seeking,


16 will they decrease, and what that decrease is.


17 U/T MR. MCLAREN: I think we can


18 provide an estimate of what the revenue


19 requirement would be and then, all other things


20 being equal, what the average per cent change in


21 the rate increase required to achieve that revenue


22 requirement would be.


23 MR. PAUL: Okay. As we begun


24 this odyssey on return on equity, one of the very


25 first things that was said to me was that return
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1 on equity is essentially the profit that one makes


2 off of their assets. What I would like is another


3 undertaking indicating the break-even net income


4 for the corporation, what affect that would have


5 on rates.


6 MR. STRANG: Mr. Paul, I might


7 add that the corporation does not pay a dividend


8 to its shareholder. All net income that is earned


9 from the customers is reinvested in assets for the


10 customers.


11 MR. PAUL: That is all well


12 and good, but I would still like the undertaking


13 to see how much of the rate that you are proposing


14 would be different if you went to a break-even net


15 income.


16 MS. WHITFORD: Mr. Paul, these


17 are all questions that you presented to us over


18 the weekend as part of your aid to cross. NTPC


19 suggested or identified that these are actually


20 Phase I information requests that should have been


21 requested as part of our Phase I application.


22 The consultant for NTFL asked


23 at the technical workshop if she could present


24 Phase I information requests, and the board


25 identified at that time that it was up to NTPC to
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1 determine if Phase I information requests could be


2 submitted. We said "no," that they could not be


3 at this late stage of the game.


4 Now here we are and we are


5 having Phase I information requests, basically


6 initial information requests presented as part of


7 our questioning, which should be on the


8 application and information requests already


9 provided.


10 MR. PAUL: As I understand the


11 position of NTPC, the question that I am asking


12 today is a question that you are declining to


13 answer?


14 MR. STRANG: Mr. Paul, I just


15 want to confirm that we may have not already


16 provided this information in our schedules. In


17 schedule 7.0 as you referenced, the return of rate


18 based schedule examining the 2018/19 year, and I


19 understand the schedule is very busy.


20 The column that is titled "mid-


21 year return on rate base all excluding thermal


22 plant" has a column of $7.4 million under common


23 equity. This is line 31.


24 MR. PAUL: Sorry, you are on


25 schedule 7.0?
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1 MR. STRANG: Yes.


2 MR. PAUL: You are on line 31


3 and you are at 7402?


4 MR. STRANG: That is correct.


5 That would be the net income from common equity.


6 MR. PAUL: So my question is:


7 If you remove that, what would your rate


8 application be? Would it be still be 4.8, 4 and


9 4, or would it be less?


10 MR. STRANG: It would be less.


11 MR. PAUL: How much less?


12 MR. STRANG: I was just trying


13 to identify that you are saying you wanted an


14 undertaking to determine what the break-even --


15 the schedule right now already provides the


16 information that you are seeking. That is what I


17 just wanted to clarify with you.


18 MR. PAUL: Okay. I guess what


19 I am asking for is: You are seeking rate


20 increases in the amount of 4.8, 4 and 4. Correct?


21 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


22 correct.


23 MR. PAUL: If you were to run


24 a break-even scenario, you have already agreed


25 with me that the rates would be less. Correct?
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1 MR. STRANG: Correct.


2 MR. PAUL: You are not able to


3 tell me how much less. Fair?


4 MS. WHITFORD: That is


5 correct.


6 MR. PAUL: But you could tell


7 me how much the rates would be less if you did


8 that analysis. Fair?


9 MS. WHITFORD: We could tell


10 you what the general impact would be to energy


11 rates, yes.


12 MR. PAUL: As I understand


13 from your previous testimony, you are not prepared


14 to do that?


15 MS. WHITFORD: I would say


16 that this is a new information request and this is


17 a new line of questioning. If the board


18 determines that it is important to know as part of


19 this hearing, then NTPC would provide the


20 information. Otherwise, that is correct.


21 MR. PAUL: So the only way


22 that you will provide the information is if the


23 board so rules. Is that fair?


24 MS. WHITFORD: That is fair.


25 MR. PAUL: Unfortunately,
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1 then, I must ask for a board ruling and I do


2 apologize.


3 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: Board


4 ruling would be available after the next coffee


5 break.


6 MR. PAUL: Thank you.


7 Mercifully, I would like to move off return on


8 equity. I just have a couple of questions about


9 the forecasting of load demand. My understanding


10 from your application is that -- I am looking


11 specifically at page 1-19 -- is that load for


12 energy has in many cases stagnated or declined


13 since 2013/2014. Is that fair?


14 MR. MCLAREN: Yes, that is


15 correct.


16 MR. PAUL: Again, as a general


17 principle, would you agree with me that if costs


18 rise and the load and demand for power remain


19 stagnant or declines, that means the rate payers


20 have to pay more for power. Fair?


21 MR. MCLAREN: There would be


22 no incremental sales revenue in that scenario and


23 so, yes, you are correct.


24 MR. PAUL: Okay. As a very


25 general question, I understand in terms of your
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1 wholesale forecast for areas like Yellowknife, one


2 of the things that I believe that you say you


3 examine is expected economic development in


4 Yellowknife and Hay River. Is that fair?


5 Specifically, if you would wish, you could refer


6 to the board IR, No. 7.


7 MR. MCLAREN: If there is a


8 subpart you could point us to in that board IR,


9 that would be helpful, Mr. Paul.


10 MR. PAUL: Sorry, I didn't


11 hear.


12 MR. MCLAREN: It is a long


13 question so if there is a subpart you could point


14 us to, that would be helpful.


15 MR. PAUL: My apologies. I am


16 looking at the top of PDF page 31, where I


17 understand you say:


18 "NTPC prepared its


19 wholesale forecast by


20 reviewing the sales trend


21 over recent years and


22 expected economic


23 development in Yellowknife


24 and Hay River." (As read.)


25 Do you see that there?
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1 MR. MCLAREN: I do, yes.


2 MR. PAUL: My simple question


3 is this: What is involved in examining the


4 expected economic development in Yellowknife and


5 Hay River?


6 MR. STRANG: Thank you, Mr.


7 Paul. Our load forecasting method is comprised of


8 a two-tier approach where we do a bottom-up


9 analysis, where we update for actuals, and we do a


10 top-down analysis. We discussed this yesterday.


11 The top-down analysis would be


12 reviewing economic reports from the government,


13 consulting with our operational team both from the


14 generation and distribution fields to see what is


15 happening in the area. For example, in


16 Yellowknife there is a new hospital being built,


17 so things such as that would be included and any


18 type of forecast assumptions.


19 MR. PAUL: Just on that point,


20 I am curious: Do you reach out to large users of


21 power to determine their future plans for power?


22 MR. STRANG: For direct


23 customers, yes, that is true.


24 MR. PAUL: What is an example


25 of a "direct customer"?
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1 MR. STRANG: I bring that up,


2 Mr. Paul, just because you are specifically


3 referencing Yellowknife and we don't have any


4 direct customers in Yellowknife.


5 MR. PAUL: For a wholesale?


6 MR. STRANG: That is correct.


7 We don't reach out, for example, to the Canadian


8 Tire here in Yellowknife because they are not our


9 direct customer.


10 MR. PAUL: Although


11 notwithstanding that, ultimately entities like


12 Canadian Tire will be consuming power and


13 ultimately may lead to increases or decreases in


14 your wholesale demand. Is that fair?


15 MR. STRANG: Yes, that is


16 fair.


17 MR. PAUL: My understanding


18 then is you are not reaching out to these big


19 individual users in the wholesale market?


20 MR. STRANG: Just under that


21 reference in BR7, Mr. Paul, you will reference


22 that we did reach out to our wholesale customer,


23 which we do, to discuss their contact with their


24 direct customers.


25 MR. PAUL: Then your evidence,
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1 when it comes to understanding the economic


2 development in Yellowknife and Hay River, is as


3 opposed to going to direct consumers, you are


4 going directly to NUL?


5 MR. STRANG: As our customer,


6 Mr. Paul, that is what we would do.


7 MR. PAUL: Is there anything


8 preventing you from speaking to individual


9 accounts in Yellowknife or Hay River about their


10 energy plans?


11 MS. WHITFORD: There is not


12 anything specific that would prevent us from doing


13 that or anything -- any contractual reason why we


14 wouldn't. But I would say, as a courtesy to the


15 utility, that actually provides service to those


16 customers that we wouldn't be approaching another


17 utility's customers and asking them about their


18 future electrical loads.


19 MR. PAUL: Thank you. I have


20 another sort of -- are we okay for time, still?


21 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: There is


22 one minute left.


23 MR. PAUL: Is it possible to


24 take the break now and come back in 15 minutes?


25 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: It is
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1 always possible to take a break early as long as


2 people come back on time. We will take a break


3 and see you at 2:45.


4 - Recess taken at 2:31 p.m.


5 - Upon resuming at 2:52 p.m.


6 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: All right,


7 we are back with the board to make an instruction


8 with regard to a calculation. We do feel that you


9 have adequate information that has been provided


10 to do an academic calculation of that, so we


11 wouldn't require the Power Corporation to do the


12 calculations for you.


13 I would see that as a


14 significant exercise for them at this point in


15 time, putting in the caveats to offset current


16 regulation and other impacts that they would come


17 up with as they did the calculations.


18 From a strictly academic or


19 argumentative point, you have the information


20 there that you can come up with it. On the other


21 hand, we are certainly looking forward to the


22 projection on the different debt to equity ratios.


23 MR. PAUL: Thank you so much.


24 CHAIR VAN TIGHEM: Carry on.


25 MR. PAUL: Let me ask, I
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1 guess, more general questions, but let me start


2 specifically. You would agree with me that energy


3 is an essential service?


4 MS. WHITFORD: I would agree.


5 MR. PAUL: And that the


6 affordability of power is an important factor for


7 NTPC?


8 MS. WHITFORD: I would agree.


9 MR. PAUL: With that pretext,


10 would you agree with me, of course, that as rates


11 go up, the impact on lower-income people would


12 become more negative?


13 MS. WHITFORD: It would depend


14 on if energy rates go up.


15 MR. PAUL: Yes.


16 MS. WHITFORD:. They have the


17 ability to curb their consumption and then their


18 power bills may not go up. The GNWT directive


19 that came out in March or February identified that


20 the base rate sorry, it is alluding me now,


21 what it is called. The monthly fixed rate has


22 stayed the same for over 15 years. That assists


23 people who are on fixed incomes.


24 MR. PAUL: I think my general


25 question is this: Has NTPC studied the effect of
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1 rate increases on people with lower incomes?


2 MS. WHITFORD: No, we have


3 not.


4 MR. PAUL: Thank you. I want


5 to move now, again, to more general questions on


6 the issue of reliability. In your materials, you


7 speak to some key performance indicators known as


8 "system average interruption frequency" and


9 "system average duration indicator," I believe.


10 In that context, NTPC sets the SAIFI index at 10.


11 Could you explain why the number 10 was selected?


12 MS. WHITFORD: Can you provide


13 us a reference, please?


14 MR. PAUL: Sorry. I am in the


15 appendix to your general rate application and I am


16 looking at page 544 of the PDF. If you look at


17 the very bottom paragraph, I will paraphrase:


18 NTPC has currently established an upper threshold


19 of a safety of 10 for each isolated system in its


20 service area. My simple question is: Why 10 as


21 opposed to any other number?


22 MS. WHITFORD: We don't know.


23 MR. PAUL: Are you able to


24 undertake to examine as to why NTPC selected 10


25 for SAIFI?
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1 U/T MS. WHITFORD: We will


2 undertake to provide that.


3 MR. PAUL: Thank you. My


4 understanding of this system reliability report is


5 that SAIFI and SAIDI are there to deal with


6 interruptions of power over one minute. Is that


7 generally fair?


8 MS. WHITFORD: Can you repeat


9 your question?


10 MR. PAUL: My understanding of


11 SAIFI and SAIDI is that it is there to measure


12 interruptions of power that last longer than one


13 minute. Is that fair?


14 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


15 agree with that.


16 MR. PAUL: Thank you. Now,


17 would you agree with me that interruptions of


18 power less than one minute can have a negative


19 impact upon your consumers?


20 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I would


21 agree with that.


22 MR. PAUL: I understand that


23 there is a method known as "momentary average


24 interruption frequency index" that can measure


25 such interruptions. My question is: Is this
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1 index something that NTPC is examining?


2 MS. WHITFORD: No, we are not.


3 MR. PAUL: Sorry, someone


4 coughed and I couldn't hear.


5 MS. WHITFORD: No, we are not.


6 MR. PAUL: Okay. Again, as


7 more of a general question, one of the board


8 information requests, specifically BR-NTPC-1 --


9 and let me come with you -- are you with me on


10 that information request?


11 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, we are


12 there.


13 MR. PAUL: The board was


14 asking you about whether or not NTPC has any


15 targets or timeframes for material reduction in


16 fossil fuel dependence. Do you see that question


17 there?


18 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, I see


19 that.


20 MR. PAUL: I understand that


21 your answer is that NTPC does not have any


22 specific targets or timeframes for material


23 reduction in fossil fuel dependence. Fair?


24 MS. WHITFORD: That is fair.


25 MR. PAUL: I understand that
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1 you are exploring alternative energy sources?


2 MS. WHITFORD: We are


3 committed to installing and using alternative


4 energy sources where it is feasible, yes.


5 MR. PAUL: In the context of


6 your answer, you mention "renewable generation."


7 Is it fair to say that that is hydroelectric


8 generation?


9 MS. WHITFORD: I think,


10 depending on the context, that could be


11 interpreted as a number of different generation


12 sources.


13 MR. PAUL: Would it include


14 hydroelectric generating?


15 MS. WHITFORD: Yes, it could.


16 MR. PAUL: Okay. Again, this


17 will be a more general question: Is there any


18 plan or strategy by NTPC to examine hydroelectric


19 generating as one way of reducing reliance on


20 fossil fuels?


21 MS. WHITFORD: NTPC is always


22 examining options for hydroelectric generation and


23 its ability to reduce the use of fossil fuels.


24 The catch is that there is not a lot of


25 hydroelectric generation often available at the
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1 population source or where the customers would be


2 served. There is usually some kind of


3 transmission line that needs to connect that hydro


4 generation to the population source, and that


5 means that at the population source, you need to


6 have a backup supply of power. Generally what


7 that is is a fossil fuel-based supply.


8 MR. PAUL: Okay. Now, I


9 understand that one possible project -- and I


10 might mispronounce it -- is the Lamart hydro


11 project that could deliver hydroelectric power


12 from a different water system. Are you familiar


13 with this possible project?


14 MS. WHITFORD: Generally, yes.


15 MR. PAUL: It is fair to say


16 that Lamart is not something that you are


17 considering as either a method to reduce fossil


18 fuel reliance in some fashion or simply to provide


19 further power to your consumers?


20 MS. WHITFORD: NTPC is


21 definitely considering that hydro-generation


22 source. Right now the estimates are $130 million


23 to develop that plant and another $20 million to


24 construct the transmission line, so the economics


25 do not make that feasible in the near future.
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1 MR. PAUL: I had just one


2 final area of questions. I want to talk about the


3 Snare zone protective relay upgrades which I


4 understand is in your appendix, specifically at


5 page 322 of your PDF. Do you have it? Are you


6 with me?


7 MR. HORTON: Yes, we have it.


8 MR. PAUL: Thank you. My


9 understanding of this project was that it was


10 there to replace obsolete electromechanical with


11 electronic digital relays. Correct?


12 MR. HORTON: That is correct.


13 MR. PAUL: In the need for the


14 project, one of the things that you write:


15 "Power interruptions were


16 much more numerous and


17 more extensive than should


18 be the case. This has had


19 an impact on operating


20 costs, revenue and


21 customer confidence." (As


22 read.)


23 That was the reason NTPC


24 embarked upon this project. Fair?


25 MR. HORTON: That was one of
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1 the reasons, yes.


2 MR. PAUL: Essentially, the


3 concern at the time was that if the relays were


4 not replaced, there would be an impact on cost.


5 Correct?


6


7


8 be negative?


9


MR. HORTON: Potentially.


MR. PAUL: That impact would


MR. HORTON: Potentially, yes.


10 MR. PAUL: I understand that


11 if there was a malfunction of one of these relays,


12 you would have to take corrective actions quickly


13 because there could be continued power


14 interruptions. Is that fair?


15 MR. HORTON: If there was an


16 issue with any of our equipment, yes, we would


17 have to repair it as soon as possible to resume


18 service.


19 MR. PAUL: Right, and that


20 would also lead to -- as I see here and I want to


21 take you to it -- in the event of a failure, and I


22 am looking at option 1, the "do nothing" option.


23 Do you see that there?


24 MR. HORTON: Yes, I do see


25 that.
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1 MR. PAUL: I understand that


2 if NTPC did nothing for its relays, one of the


3 risks would be resulting operation and maintenance


4 costs. Fair?


5 MR. HORTON: That is correct.


6 MR. PAUL: Revenue loss?


7 MR. HORTON: Potentially, yes.


8 MR. PAUL: And loss of


9 customer confidence?


10 MR. HORTON: Yes.


11 MR. PAUL: I understand from


12 the material that new relays would require less


13 maintenance and provide better system protection.


14 Fair?


15 MR. HORTON: That is correct.


16 MR. PAUL: I understand that


17 this project ultimately was only 25 per cent


18 completed. Is that fair?


19 MR. HORTON: To date, yes, 25


20 per cent of the relays recommended to be replaced


21 have been replaced.


22 MR. PAUL: I understand from


23 your material that you cite "changing priorities


24 and budget constraints" that essentially led you


25 to replacing the remainder of the relays on an as-
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1 needed basis. Is that fair?


2 MR. HORTON: Where do you see


3 that reference?


4 MR. PAUL: Let me take you


5 back not to the appendix but to the rate


6 application itself. I am specifically at page 191


7 of the materials. If you look at lines 11 to 12,


8 you will see what I am referring to. Are you with


9 me?


10 MR. HORTON: I do see that.


11 MR. PAUL: The reason that you


12 didn't complete the entire project was precisely


13 because of what you cite to be "changing


14 priorities and budget constraints." Fair?


15 MR. HORTON: This evidence


16 does not tell the full story of this project. The


17 project is more of a program of replacing


18 individual relays at various locations within


19 operating power plants. When the project was


20 bundled together as a program, what happens is it


21 is very difficult to time the outages and


22 basically have all these -- you can't just


23 systematically install these relays whenever you


24 like.


25 There are operational
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1 constraints that prevail and scheduling of the


2 replacements need to be timed accordingly. One of


3 the reasons that only 25 per cent has been


4 completed is we have opted to split these out into


5 individual projects where they can be planned and


6 timed individually, and can coincide with other


7 work for efficiencies.


8 MR. PAUL: I want to make sure


9 I understand the evidence correctly. When you


10 cite "changing priorities," nowhere in your rate


11 application do you explain what the change in


12 priorities are, or did I miss it?


13 MR. HORTON: I think what may


14 be being referred to is that the highest priority


15 relays were replaced first. Those have been


16 completed so there are less urgent replacements.


17 They are lower on the priority list and,


18 therefore, can be deferred.


19 MR. PAUL: That is what you


20 mean by "changing priorities"?


21 MR. HORTON: That is my


22 assumption of that statement, yes.


23 MR. PAUL: When it comes to


24 "budget constraints," I didn't see anything


25 articulating what that meant in the general rate
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1 application. Is it in there and did I miss it?


2 MR. HORTON: I am not sure if


3 there is any detail relating to the budget


4 constraints but, in my opinion, that would relate


5 to managing our capital envelope for fiscal


6 spending for one fiscal year. Splitting this up


7 into multiple projects and prioritizing them


8 accordingly allows us to stick to the envelope


9 limit and manage accordingly.


10 MR. PAUL: Again, to be fair,


11 if I can refer you to board IR No. 16, which is at


12 page 106 of the PDF, I understand one of the


13 reasons why you didn't -- you articulate here that


14 you didn't complete the entire project was, as you


15 say under B:


16 "The higher-priority


17 relays on the transmission


18 lines were replaced in


19 this relay replacement


20 program in the North Slave


21 Hydro region. The


22 remaining identified older


23 generation protection


24 relays that are functional


25 and are meeting periodic
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1 testing will be replaced


2 on an as-needed basis,


3 based on failure or when


4 the relay fails the


5 periodic testing." (As


6 read.)


7 That remains fair?


8 MR. HORTON: Yes.


9 MR. PAUL: Okay, so when it


10 comes to the remaining 75 per cent, as I


11 understand from your answer, they will be replaced


12 if they fail a test. Correct?


13 MR. HORTON: We still have the


14 list of relays to be replaced. They are


15 prioritized and, again, they will likely be


16 replaced before they fail a test, as it coincides


17 with other work to be completed in a certain area.


18 MR. PAUL: When you say "the


19 higher-priority relays on the transmission lines


20 were replaced," am I understanding your evidence


21 now that there are still some higher-priority


22 relays that need to be replaced?


23 MR. HORTON: No.


24 MR. PAUL: So all the higher-


25 priority relays have been replaced already?
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1 MR. HORTON: The ones with the


2 highest concern or the oldest relays have been


3 replaced.


4 MR. PAUL: So then my question


5 is: On the remaining relays, what I will call the


6 75 per cent, what I gather from your answer is


7 that you are going to replace them based on, in


8 one instance, the failure of periodic testing.


9 Does that remain fair?


10 MR. HORTON: That would be one


11 of the criteria to replace, yes, because we do


12 test our equipment. We do test our relays. If


13 one failed the test, it definitely would need to


14 be replaced.


15 MR. PAUL: As I understand


16 your evidence in the information request, is that


17 in addition to failed tests, NTPC will replace the


18 relays when it fails outright. Correct?


19 MR. HORTON: If a relay were


20 to fail outright, it would certainly need to be


21 replaced.


22 MR. PAUL: Is it fair to say,


23 as we go back to the appendix, that because this


24 project was not completed and because some of


25 these relays may fail, that NTPC is risking
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1 continued operation and maintenance costs?


2 MR. HORTON: We are managing


3 the costs as best we can. We have a program to


4 continue to replace the relays. As discussed,


5 there is the priority list. There is the testing


6 that occurs to allow us to change these in a


7 timely manner.


8 MS. WHITFORD: If I can just


9 add to Mr. Horton's response, part of the issue


10 with these relays is that they require outages,


11 and we are trying to coordinate them with outages


12 for other operational or capital reasons so that


13 the time that the hydro generation is unavailable


14 to customers on the hydro system is minimized.


15 One of the big overriding factors is costs


16 associated with that.


17 So this project started in


18 2014/15 when, if I get my years right, extreme low


19 water was starting. We tried not to take down the


20 hydro system as much as possible outside of doing


21 key upgrades like this. We are trying to


22 coordinate the replacement of these relays as part


23 of coordinating capital work when the hydro has to


24 become unavailable.


25 MR. PAUL: It is my
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1 understanding of your evidence that this


2 replacement program is going to take place over 10


3 to 20 years. Is that fair?


4 MR. HORTON: Yes.


5 MR. PAUL: In determining that


6 there were higher priorities that essentially


7 bounced this project down the list, was there any


8 consideration about any of the operation and


9 maintenance costs that could be incurred in the


10 event that these relays actually did fail?


11 MR. HORTON: Yes, there was.


12 Part of the reason of staging these or


13 "piecemealing" them, if you will, is to reduce


14 costs as well, like we said, by paralleling with


15 other work at certain locations.


16 MR. PAUL: Subject to the


17 undertakings, those are my questions. Thank you.


18 Mahsi cho.


19 --- Whereupon the excerpt concludes
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I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I have, to the best of my


skill and ability accurately recorded by


Shorthand, and transcribed therefrom, the


foregoing proceeding.


Christopher Siddall, Court Reporter
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1


2 1.0 OVERVIEW


3
4 Depreciation expense is recognized on a straight-line basis over the estimated average


5 remaining service life of assets, based upon depreciation studies conducted


6 approximately every 5 years by the Corporation. Manitoba Hydro conducted a


7 depreciation study in 2010 where new depreciation component groups were developed in


8 anticipation of its transition to IFRS. Most recently, Manitoba Hydro completed a


9 new study in October 2014 to develop Canadian GAAP (fiscal 2014/15) and IFRS


10 compliant (fiscal 2015/16) depreciation rates. The following schedule provides a


11 summary of the estimated changes to depreciation expense for the Electric Operations


12 for fiscal 2014/15 (Canadian GAAP) and for the test years under IFRS, fiscal 2015/16


13 and 2016/17:


14


15 Figure 5.7.1 Depreciation Expense


16 Depreciation Expense ($ millions


2014/15 2015/16 2016/17


Change in service life - PP&E (net of contributions) (25) (29) (30)


Overhead Ineligible for Capitalization (2)


Elimination of Provision for Asset Removal — (60) (63)


Change in Methodology (ELG) — 36 38


Net Impact on Depreciation Expense Increase
(Decrease)


(25) (53) (57)


17


18 As with previous depreciation studies, an external consultant, Gannett Fleming Canada


19 ULC, was engaged to review Manitoba Hydro's current depreciation practices, to


20 provide advice on any changes necessary for compliance with IFRS, and to develop


21 depreciation rates. Gannett Fleming performed an analysis of plant asset addition and


22 retirement activity, as well as a peer review and discussions with operational and


23 engineering staff to identify internal and external factors that impact the average


24 useful service life and depreciation curve for each depreciable component. Please see the


25 2014 Depreciation Study for information about the scope, basis and methods used in this


26 study.


27


28 The 2014 depreciation study is based on depreciable assets in service as of March


29 31, 2014. Manitoba Hydro has implement revised Canadian GAAP depreciation rates


30 effective April 1, 2014 for fiscal 2014/15 and will implement IFRS compliant
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1 depreciation rates effective April 1, 2015 for fiscal 2015/16. The IFRS compliant


2 depreciation rates will include the elimination of the provision for asset removal from


3 depreciation rates as well as a change in the depreciation methodology to the Equal Life


4 Group method.


5


6 The schedules provided on pages 6 — 13 of this Appendix provide a comparison of


7 Manitoba Hydro's Canadian GAAP (CGAAP) depreciation rates (as determined in the


8 2010 depreciation study) to updated CGAAP and IFRS compliant depreciation rates.


9 These schedules are followed by a letter from Gannett Fleming containing the


10 depreciation rates to be used under CGAAP for 2014/15 and a report containing the


11 depreciation rates to be used under IFRS for 2015/16. The significant changes in the 2014


12 depreciation study are discussed in the sections below.


13


14 2.0 REDUCTION IN DEPRECIATION UNDER CANADIAN GAAP (2014/15)


15


16 The $25 million annual reduction in depreciation expense under CGAAP for fiscal


17 2014/15 is the result of extensions to the service lives of select components, further


18 reallocations of historical costs between existing and new component groups and


19 reductions in the 2010 depreciation deficit balances for various components. Similar to


20 the 2010 depreciation study, the results of the 2014 depreciation study reflect the findings


21 of subject matter experts from Manitoba Hydro's operational areas who provided asset


22 condition information based on recent year's condition assessment activities.


23


24 In general, Manitoba Hydro's continuous maintenance programs in combination with the


25 Province's advantageous climatic conditions (eg. fewer freeze-thaw occurrences) have


26 extended the service lives of many of its infrastructure-type assets longer than initially


27 estimated. This is reflected in several depreciation rate decreases in the study.


28


29 Approximately $11 million of the $25 million overall reduction in depreciation expense


30 pertains to an increase in the service lives for various assets in the Distribution,


31 Communication, Motor Vehicle and Computer Software & Development components


32 including: Overhead Serialized Equipment (35 to 45 years), Carrier Equipment (15 to 20


33 years), Heavy Trucks (15 to 19 years), and Operational System Major Software


34 EMS/SCADA (6 to 7 years).


35


36 The remainder of the $25 million decrease in annual depreciation expense is primarily the


37 net result of the following:


38 • Approximately $10 million of the reduction is the result of the re-allocation of


39 historical costs within the HVDC asset components from assets with shorter
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1 service lives to assets with longer service lives. This re-allocation is the result of


2 ongoing efforts by the Corporation to examine the records of certain assets so as to


3 re-allocate costs amongst new and existing asset components;


4 • A further reduction of $5 million is the result of the drawdown of provisions built


5 into 2010/11 depreciation rates for accumulated depreciation deficit balances that


6 existed at the time of the 2010 depreciation study;


7 • These reductions are partially offset by a $6 million increase in the annual


8 depreciation for the Hydraulic Generation component group as a result of


9 shortening the amortization period on the asset retirement obligation for the


10 decommissioning of the Point du Bois Spillway. The 2017 original retirement date


11 of the spillway has been moved forward to 2015.


12


13 It should be noted that although Manitoba Hydro has been able to extend the service lives


14 of many of its infrastructure type assets, many of these assets are nearing the end of their


15 useful life. As such, the rate of installation of replacement assets will need to increase


16 over the next 20 years so as to sustain existing levels of safety and reliability.


17 Depreciation rate forecasts based on the 2014 study assume that Manitoba Hydro will


18 continue to provide maintenance programs so as to achieve similar service lives from the


19 replacement assets.


20


21 3.0 REDUCTION IN DEPRECIATION UNDER IFRS (2015/16 & 2016/17)


22


23 Upon its transition to IFRS effective April 1, 2015, Manitoba Hydro will eliminate


24 negative salvage from depreciation rates in order to manage the overall impacts of IFRS to


25 a net reduction to revenue requirement. Manitoba Hydro currently uses the ASL method


26 under CGAAP, but will be changing to the ELG method upon transition to IFRS in order


27 to be compliant with the financial reporting requirements. The net effect of Manitoba


28 Hydro implementing these changes is a $24 million and $25 million reduction in annual


29 depreciation expense in fiscal years 2015/16 and 2016/17, respectively. The break-down


30 of the impact of these changes by asset category are presented in the following table:


31


32
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1


2 Figure 5.7.2 Depreciation Expense


3
4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


13


14


15


16 This is consistent with the findings of the PUB as outlined on page 18 of Order


17 43/13 (April 26, 2013):


18 "The Board accepts Manitoba Hydro 's position that net salvage should be


19 removed from depreciation rates when International Financial reporting


20 Standards are implemented rather than during the test years"


21


22 The estimated impact of this change for Manitoba Hydro's electric operations, as


23 presented in Figure 5.7.2 is a decrease to depreciation expense of $60 and $63


24 million in fiscal 2015/16 and 2016/17, respectively.


25


26 3.2 Change to the ELG Method


27 IFRS is more specific than CGGAP regarding depreciation. Under IFRS, it is


28 mandatory that items of material cost whose service life is different than other items


29 in the group, be amortized separately. Effectively, if the separate depreciation of an


30 item would have a material impact on net income, that item should be depreciated


31 separately. This requirement is not mandatory under CGAAP.


32


33 The ELG method calculates depreciation with consideration of the different
Page 5 of 14


Depreciation (in millions of dollars) 2015-16 (IFRS) 2016-17 (IFRS)


Electric Assets:


Generation


Transmission & Distribution


Communication


General Equipment


Other (e.g. Buildings, Software)


Wuskwatim Ltd. Partnership


Provision


for Asset


Removal


Change to


ELG


2015-16


IFRS Net


I mpact


Provision


for Asset


Removal


Change to


ELG


2016-17


IFRS Net


I mpact


$ (13)


(42)


(1)
0


(1)


(3)


$ 8


21


2


0


2


3


$ (5)
(21)


1


0


1


0


$ (14)


(45)


(1)
0


0


(3)


$ 9


23


1


0


2


3


$ (5)
(22)


0


0


2


0


Net increase (decrease) in revenue requirement $ (60) $ 36 $ (24) $ (63) $ 38 $ (25)


3.1 Eliminate Provision for Asset Removal Costs


Manitoba Hydro currently includes a provision in depreciation rates for asset


removal costs. This is a regulatory practice applied under CGAAP by numerous


Canadian Utilities. IFRS does not permit the practice of including a provision for


the future removal costs of assets in deprecation unless there is a legal or


constructive obligation to remove such assets. With the issuance of IFRS 14


Regulatory Deferral Accounts, Manitoba could continue to recognize this provision


in depreciation rates as a regulatory deferral account. However, Manitoba Hydro


has chosen to eliminate this practice upon its transition to IFRS in order to mitigate


the impacts of other accounting changes to a net reduction in revenue requirement.
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1 expected service lives for each of the assets within a group. Every significant asset


2 in the class is depreciated over its own expected service life and is therefore


3 expected to be fully depreciated (not over or under depreciated) when removed from


4 service. This will result in an increase in depreciation expense of $36 million in


5 2015/16 and $38 million in 2016/17 as presented in figure 5.7.2.


6


7 The following provides the schedule of depreciation rates for Electric operations,


8 under ASL and ELG depreciation methods.
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Depreciation Rate Schedules (Electric operations)


2014-15 2014-15 2015-16


Expected Previous Approved Approved


DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations) Service Life ASL Rate % ASL Rate % ELG Rate %


HYDRAULIC GENERATION


GREAT FALLS


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 1.28 1.32 1.12


POWERHOUSE 125 1.27 1.28 1.07


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.67 2.41


SPILLWAY 80 1.59 1.50 1.35


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.07 1.52 1.35


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.33 2.42 2.42


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.82 2.25 2.03


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.11 2.25 2.06


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.04 2.04


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.10 1.84 1.67


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.43 3.86 3.79


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.59 2.03 2,10


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 133 1.69 1.36


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


POINTE DU BOIS - Original


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 3.63 3.10 2.70


POWERHOUSE 125 4.39 2,94 2.55


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 5.24 4.10 3.71


SPILLWAY 80 10.76 84.53 73.37


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 3.35 2.11 1.73


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 3.36 4.09 3.80


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 4.04 2.84 2.44


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 5.24 4.02 3.68


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 4.76 3.85 3.85


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 4.58 3.16 2.78


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 2S 5.12 4.30 4.26


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 4.03 3.71 3.59


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 2.93 2.99 2.59


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 4.47 3.84


POINTE DU BOIS - New


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.91 0.85


SPILLWAY 80 1.47 1.37 1.49


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 1.69 1.64


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.20 2.36


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.40 1.94


I NSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.40 4.54


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.20 3.01


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.69 1.65


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.00


SEVEN SISTERS


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 1.03 1.06 0.90


POWERHOUSE 125 0.90 0.91 0.74


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.67 2.41


SPILLWAY 80 1.17 1.36 1.17


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 1.80 1.25 1.02


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 1.84 1.78 1.30


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.64 1.84 1.69


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.00 2.22 2.12


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 1.91 1.74 1.56


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 3.73 3.80 3.44


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.13 1.91 2.03


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.74 1.65 1,52


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00
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DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations)


Expected


Service Life


2014-15


Previous


ASL Rate %


2014-15


Approved


ASL Rate %


2015-16


Approved


ELG Rate %


SLAVE FALLS


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 1.69 1.71 1.54


POWERHOUSE 125 1.58 1.59 1.43


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.50


SPILLWAY 80 1.87 1.82 1.74


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.18 1.77 1.65


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.20 2.30 2.36


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.79 1.91 1.81


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.20 2.22 2.12


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.21 2.00 1.91


I NSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.72 4.42 4.56


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.73 2.34 2.70


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.81 2.01 1.89


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


PINE FALLS


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 1.17 1.23 1.12


POWERHOUSE 125 0.83 0.83 0.71


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.67 2.41


SPILLWAY 80 1.60 1.50 1.49


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 1.95 1.28 1.06


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 1.81 1.68 1.61


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.47 1.62 1.37


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.20 2.20 2.13


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.06 1.83 1.58


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.25 4.17 4.04


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.54 1.78 1.81


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.61 1.62 1.56


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COSTS 78 1.17 1.28 1.28


MCARTHUR FALLS


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.91 1.12 1.00


POWERHOUSE 125 0.83 0.84 0.72


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.67 2.41


SPILLWAY 80 1.19 1.19 0.97


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.06 1.37 1.25


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 1.99 1.94 1.71


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.06 1.35 0.94


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.10 2.08 1.94


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 1.90 1.72 1.32


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.29 3.62 2.74


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.58 1.82 1.85


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.63 1.73 1.67


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00
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DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations)


Expected


Service Life


2014-15


Previous


ASL Rate %


2014-15


Approved


ASL Rate %


2015-16


Approved


ELG Rate %


KELSEY


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 1.05 1.13 1.03


POWERHOUSE 125 0.89 1.18 1.08


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.50


SPILLWAY 80 1.34 1.71 1.58


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.09 1.70 1.61


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.05 2.44 2.30


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.68 1.90 1.85


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.14 2.25 2.17


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.03 2.11 2.03


I NSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.58 4.67 4.62


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.63 2.19 2.31


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.67 1.79 1.73


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 4.98 4.98 4.44


GRAND RAPIDS


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.98 1.01 0.90


POWERHOUSE 125 0.91 0.92 0.81


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.55 2.28


SPILLWAY 80 1.30 1.28 1.15


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 1.79 1.10 0.99


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 1.68 1.63 1.21


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.64 1.82 1.74


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.13 2.21 2.13


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.07 1.84 1.66


I NSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.08 3.90 2.49


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.62 2.02 2.29


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.66 1.69 1.60


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.67 5.00


COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COSTS *** 79 1.16 1.21 1.21


KETTLE


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.86 0.86 0.78


POWERHOUSE 125 0.87 0.86 0.79


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.50


SPILLWAY 80 1.33 1.26 1.16


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 1.55 0.99 0.89


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.14 2.20 2.31


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.48 1.90 1.73


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 1.66 2.14 1.92


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.04 2.04 1.96


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.11 4.20 3.37


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.44 1.82 1.86


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.46 1.75 1.70


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00
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2014-15 2014-15 2015-16


Expected Previous Approved Approved


DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations) Service Life ASL Rate % ASL Rate % ELG Rate %


LAURIE RIVER


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 3.47 3.20 2.70


POWERHOUSE 125 4.25 3.89 3.40


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 5.00 5.24 4.76


SPILLWAY 80 3.88 3.44 2.96


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 3.84 3.52 3.03


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 4.01 3.69 3.23


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 4.49 4.11 3.62


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 4.70 4.29 3.81


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 4.55 4.76 4.76


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 4.08 3.63 3.15


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 7.23 6.28 5.15


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 4.30 3.73 3.31


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 3.75 3.36 2.87


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


JENPEG


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.92 0.91 0.84


POWERHOUSE 125 0.89 0.90 0.83


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.48


SPILLWAY 80 1.42 1.35 1.28


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.02 1.24 1.07


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.12 2.07 1.87


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.63 1.89 1.74


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.20 2.20 2.13


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.05 1.81 1.53


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.53 4.15 3.39


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.66 1.92 2.06


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.67 1.69 1.61


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


LAKE WINNIPEG REGULATION


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.82 0.82 0.77


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.02 2.02


COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COSTS 85 0.94 1.18 1.18


CHURCHILL RIVER DIVERSION


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.88 0.88 0.83


SPILLWAY 80 1.47 1.39 1.32


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.21 1.17 1.00


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.21 2.11 1.78


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.21 1.88 1.57


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.82 4.78 2.36


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.75 1.97 2.11


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.69 1.71 1.66


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COSTS 90 0.93 1.07 1.07
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2014-15 2014-15 2015-16


Expected Previous Approved Approved


DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations) Service Life ASL Rate % ASL Rate % ELG Rate %


LONG SPRUCE


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.90 0.90 0.83


POWERHOUSE 125 0.90 0.90 0.83


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.50


SPILLWAY 80 1.43 1.36 1.30


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.04 0.99 0.78


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.10 2.07 1.87


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.63 1.88 1.69


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.19 2.18 2.08


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C. ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.09 1.79 1.51


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.37 4.37 3.87


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.63 1.60 1.53


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.69 1.69 1.64


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 4.90


LIMESTONE


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.90 0.91 0.85


POWERHOUSE 125 0.91 0.91 0.85


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.50


SPILLWAY 80 1.45 1.37 1.37


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.17 1.39 1.28


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.17 2.14 2.03


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.68 1.90 1.81


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.17 2.15 1.96


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.17 1.89 1.73


I NSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.67 4.16 3.48


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.71 1.78 1.80


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.68 1.71 1.63


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 4.89


WUSKWATIM


DAMS, DYKES AND WEIRS 125 0.88 0.91 0.87


POWERHOUSE 125 0.88 0.91 0.87


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.75 2.50


SPILLWAY 80 1.47 1.36 1.46


WATER CONTROL SYSTEMS 65 2.20 1.68 1.62


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 2.20 2.19 2.32


TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.69 1.83 1.78


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.20 2.19 2.12


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.20 1.99 1.92


I NSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.78 4.24 4.39


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.75 2.13 2.93


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.69 1.69 1.64


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.50 5.50 5.00


INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORTING GENERATION


PROVINCIAL ROADS 50 2.30 2.49 2.21


TOWN SITE BUILDING 55 1.71 2.12 2.03


TOWN SITE BUILDINGS RENOVATIONS 20 5.94 5.30 5.00


TOWN SITE OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE 45 2.49 3.11 2.93
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2014-15 2014-15 2015-16


Expected Previous Approved Approved


DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations) Service Life ASL Rate % ASL Rate % ELG Rate %


THERMAL GENERATION


BRANDON UNIT 5 (COAL)


POWERHOUSE 75 3.87 4.52 4.50


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 10.00 15.88 15.88


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 4.56 5.37 5.36


THERMAL TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 5.03 5.73 5.72


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 5.07 5.51 5.52


STEAM GENERATOR AND AUXILIARIES 60 3.93 4.06 4.05


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 10.00 14.81 14.81


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 4.06 4.65 4.64


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 5.41 4.44 4.41


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 4.67 5.36 5.37


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 4.25 5.97 5.97


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 10.00 16.67 16.67


BRANDON UNITS 6 AND 7


POWERHOUSE 75 1.65 1.38 1.26


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.40 2.72 2.46


THERMAL TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 2.12 1.70 1.64


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.20 2.20 2.13


COMBUSTION TURBINE 25 4.05 3.87 3.66


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


COMBUSTION TURBINE OVERHAULS 15 11.00 7.33 6.67


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 2.12 1.88 1.78


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 4.58 4.52 4.63


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 2.64 1.91 2.10


SELKIRK


POWERHOUSE 75 0.93 0.76 0.79


POWERHOUSE RENOVATIONS 40 4.00 2.45 2.45


ROADS AND SITE IMPROVEMENTS 50 1.35 1.34 1.42


THERMAL TURBINES AND GENERATORS 60 1.46 1.09 1.18


GOVERNORS AND EXCITATION SYSTEM 50 2.00 1.13 1.30


STEAM GENERATOR AND AUXILIARIES 60 1.34 1.49 1.66


LICENCE RENEWAL 50 2.00 2.00 2.00


A/C ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 55 1.21 1.06 1.03


INSTRUMENTATION, CONTROL AND D/C SYSTEMS 25 2.41 2.11 2.40


AUXILIARY STATION PROCESSES 50 1.64 1.19 1.44


SUPPORT BUILDINGS 65 1.06 1.06 1.13


SUPPORT BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.00 5.00 5.00
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Expected Previous Approved Approved


DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations) Service Life ASL Rate % ASL Rate % ELG Rate %


DIESEL GENERATION


BUILDINGS 25 2.57 3.15 3.17


BUILDING RENOVATIONS 15 5.14 6.67 6.67


ENGINES AND GENERATORS - OVERHAULS 4 20.00 25.00 25.00


ENGINES AND GENERATORS 22 1.88 2.24 2.73


ACCESSORY STATION EQUIPMENT 20 3.07 3.70 3.67


FUEL STORAGE AND HANDLING 25 2.28 2.37 2.60


TRANSMISSION


ROADS, TRAILS AND BRIDGES 50 2.51 2.19 2.18


METAL TOWERS AND CONCRETE POLES 85 1.51 1.54 1.23


POLES AND FIXTURES 55 2.49 2.48 1.80


GROUND LINE TREATMENT 10 10.00 10.00 10.00


OVERHEAD CONDUCTOR AND DEVICES 80 1.62 1.27 1.10


UNDERGROUND CABLE AND DEVICES 45 2.23 1.96 1.81


COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COSTS *** 79 1.27 1.27 1.27


SUBSTATIONS


BUILDINGS 65 1.49 1.47 1.46


BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.00 5.00 5.00


ROADS, STEEL STRUCTURES AND CIVIL SITE WORK 50 2.10 1.95 1.76


POLES AND FIXTURES 45 3.25 3.01 2.39


POWER TRANSFORMERS 50 2.21 2.44 2.43


OTHER TRANSFORMERS 50 3.09 2.29 2.26


INTERRUPTING EQUIPMENT 50 2.41 2.52 2.31


OTHER STATION EQUIPMENT 45 2.54 2.47 2.20


ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND BATTERIES 25 4.76 3.81 3.90


SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSERS AND UNIT TRANSFORMERS 65 1.68 1.80 1.52


SYNCHRONOUS CONDENSER OVERHAULS 15 7.43 7.15 5.58


HVDC CONVERTER EQUIPMENT 30 4.13 3.22 2.61


HVDC SERIALIZED EQUIPMENT 30 4.18 3.04 2.07


HVDC ACCESSORY STATION EQUIPMENT 36 2.85 2.98 2.67


HVDC ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND BATTERIES 25 4.66 3.10 2.27


DISTRIBUTION


CONCRETE DUCTLINE AND MANHOLES 75 2.29 2.23 2.25


CONCRETE DUCTLINE AND MANHOLE REFURBISHMENTS 30 2.08 3.66 3.70


METAL TOWERS 60 1.99 2.10 1.87


POLES AND FIXTURES 65 2.10 1.96 1.58


GROUND LINE TREATMENT 12 9.58 7.39 7.39


OVERHEAD CONDUCTOR AND DEVICES 60 1.98 2.24 1.80


UNDERGROUND CABLE AND DEVICES - 66 KV 60 1.48 1.72 2.07


UNDERGROUND CABLE AND DEVICES - PRIMARY 60 1.69 1.70 1.83


UNDERGROUND CABLE AND DEVICES - SECONDARY 44 2.21 2.27 2.31


SERIALIZED EQUIPMENT - OVERHEAD 45 2.86 2.28 2.10


DSC - HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS 50 2.19 2.34 2.34


SERIALIZED EQUIPMENT-UNDERGROUND 42 2.62 2.60 2.40


ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 10 10.00 10.53 10.53


SERVICES 35 4.38 2.92 1.89


STREET LIGHTING 45 3.04 2.56 2.20
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Expected Previous Approved Approved


DEPRECIABLE GROUP (Electric Operations) Service Life ASL Rate % ASL Rate % ELG Rate %


METERS


METERS - ELECTRONIC 15 6.10 9.61 10.52


METERS - ANALOG 26 13.54 3.84 4.21


METERING EXCHANGES 15 6.67 6.67 6.67


METERING TRANSFORMERS 50 2.20 1.80 2.12


COMMUNICATION


BUILDINGS 65 1.67 1.41 1.48


BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 5.67 4.95 4.58


BUILDING - SYSTEM CONTROL CENTRE 75 1.68 1.39 1.40


COMMUNICATION TOWERS 60 1.82 1.82 2.01


FIBRE OPTIC AND METALLIC CABLE 35 3.06 3.12 3.45


CARRIER EQUIPMENT 20 7.68 4.74 4.90


OPERATIONAL IT EQUIPMENT 5 22.97 21.00 20.00


MOBILE RADIO, TELEPHONE AND VIDEO CONFERENCING 8 10.24 18.56 16.64


OPERATIONAL DATA NETWORK 8 14.10 13.13 12.50


POWER SYSTEM CONTROL 15 11.16 5.63 5.50


MOTOR VEHICLES


PASSENGER VEHICLES 11 11.09 7.03 7.59


LIGHT TRUCKS 12 7.85 7.16 7.54


HEAVY TRUCKS 19 5.83 4.68 5.01


CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 23 5.27 2.77 3.23


LARGE SOFT-TRACK EQUIPMENT 27 4.28 2.96 3.79


TRAILERS 35 1.94 2.38 2.91


MISCELLANEOUS VEHICLES 13 5.93 4.90 6.60


BUILDINGS


BUILDINGS - GENERAL 65 1.59 1.65 1.73


BUILDING RENOVATIONS 20 7.14 5.59 5.00


BUILDING - 360 PORTAGE - CIVIL 100 1.00 1.00 1.06


BUILDING - 360 PORTAGE - ELECTRO/MECHANICAL 45 2.21 2.23 2.56


LEASEHOLD IMPROVEMENTS - SONY PLACE 10 10.00 10.00 10.00


GENERAL EQUIPMENT


TOOLS, SHOP AND GARAGE EQUIPMENT 15 7.74 6.48 6.48


COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 5 28.48 20.00 20.00


OFFICE FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 20 4.81 5.00 5.00


HOT WATER TANKS 6 21.20 16.67 16.67


EASEMENTS


EASEMENTS 75 1.28 1.33 1.33


COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND DEVELOPMENT


COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT- MAJOR SYSTEMS 11 9.47 8.75 8.82


COMPUTER DEVELOPMENT - SMALL SYSTEMS 10 10.00 9.13 9.13


COMPUTER SOFTWARE - GENERAL 5 19.76 20.00 20.00


COMPUTER SOFTWARE - COMMUNICATION/OPERATIONAL 5 13.93 27.31 27.31


OPERATIONAL SYSTEM MAJOR SOFTWARE - EMS/SCADA 7 23.35 8.06 9.33
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75


On the matter of the ratio of fringe benefits, the Board agrees with YK/HR that


NTPC has not provided a suitable explanation for the 3.48% (2012/13) and


1.20% (2013/14) increases in the fringe benefit ratio for distribution and


transportation. The reasons provided by NTPC explain the increase in salaries


and wages but do not explain the increasing ratio of fringe benefits.


The Board notes NTPC statement that YK/HR's recommendation on this matter


is arbitrary and unsubstantiated by the evidence. The Board reminds NTPC that


the onus is on it to provide the evidence to substantiate its requested revenue


requirement. In this instance, it has not done so and on this basis, the


recommendation from YK/HR cannot be anything but arbitrary given the lack of


evidence filed by NTPC.


The Board directs NTPC that in its Compliance Filing Application, the ratio of


fringe benefits for distribution and transmission is to be set at 37.06% for Test


Years 2012/13 and 2013/14.


6.2 Supplies and Services


In its September 19, 2012 update, NTPC did not change its 2012/13 and 2013/14


supplies and services forecasts from the $11,812,000 and $12,049,000,


respectively, that were in the original application.


In its Argument, NTPC highlighted that there are two major factors for the


supplies and services expense increasing since the 2007/08 test year — 1) an


increase of $0.214 million in insurance premiums due to higher gross plant and


2) an increase in communication charges of $0.279 million due to the remote
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MIPUG further submitted that ELG is not a more precise method of depreciation as the


claims of ELG precision are linked to a theoretical construct of ELG that is not used in


practice, where the theoretical purity of the method is significantly diluted.


Both the Coalition and MIPUG expressed concern related to the extrapolation analysis.


An expert witness on behalf of the Coalition and MIPUG testified that the extrapolation


study was not reliable and counterintuitive as ELG with a growing asset base will always


lead to a higher depreciation expense. MIPUG submitted that the Board should not


attribute any evidentiary weight to the extrapolation study.


Both MIPUG and the Coalition argued that the extrapolation study does not comply with


the Directive given in Order 43/13 for an IFRS-compliant ASL study. The Coalition


recommended the Board find that Manitoba Hydro has not complied with Board


Directive 8 from Order 43/13, in which Manitoba Hydro was to file updated depreciation


rates and schedules based on IFRS-compliant ASL methodology. The Coalition also


recommended that the Board find that its response to Board Directive 9 is inadequate.


The Coalition recommended that the Board not accept ELG for rate-setting purposes on


the grounds that Manitoba Hydro failed to comply with Board Directives 8 and 9. The


Coalition further recommended that the Board direct Manitoba Hydro to provide a


timeline by which it intends to comply with Directives 8 and 9 and, until then, set


Manitoba Hydro's revenue requirement based on the traditional ASL methodology.


Removal of Net Salvage


Gannett Fleming advised that IFRS would no longer permit the inclusion of net salvage


in the depreciation rate calculations for financial reporting purposes. Depreciation rates


currently include a provision for net salvage, representing the cost of disposal of


property, plant, and equipment when it is taken out of service. Under IFRS, the future


cost to retire and salvage assets will become a cost of the replacement asset.


Manitoba Hydro plans on removing net salvage from depreciation rates when it


implements IFRS in conjunction with its proposed change to the ELG methodology.
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Manitoba Hydro indicated that it was a policy decision to not request the Board to allow


Manitoba Hydro to establish a regulatory deferral account. Manitoba Hydro suggested


that this choice was made to reduce the impact of switching to the ELG methodology of


depreciation. Manitoba Hydro indicated the impact of removing net salvage from


depreciation rates is to lower Depreciation Expense by approximately $60 million in


2015/16.


The Coalition supported MIPUG's recommendation that the Board approve Manitoba


Hydro's request for the elimination of ongoing accumulation of net salvage charged


through depreciation. MIPUG believes net salvage should be removed from annual


calculations as a sound regulatory principle, as the assets are expected to be replaced


upon retirement with a new generation of assets that benefits from the pre-existence of


the original assets.


Book Accumulated Depreciation Surplus


The change in estimated service lives resulted in a book accumulated depreciation


surplus of over $474 million. Book accumulated depreciation surplus is 'over-


depreciation' that has resulted from an excess of collected Depreciation Expense on


Manitoba Hydro's books. Removing net salvage from the current ASL methodology-


based depreciation rates increases the accumulated depreciation surplus to over $1


billion. If depreciation is calculated based on the ELG methodology and no net salvage,


the book accumulated depreciation surplus is reduced to approximately $603 million.


Manitoba Hydro proposes an annual true-up to refund the balance over the remaining


life of each asset account. This approach is consistent with the approach followed in


prior depreciation studies.


Board Findings


The Board accepts the calculated book accumulated depreciation surplus based on the


2014 Gannett Fleming study.
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The Board also accepts Manitoba Hydro's position that net salvage should be removed


from depreciation rates as of April 1, 2015, concurrent with Manitoba Hydro's


implementation of IFRS. The Board notes that while the inclusion of net salvage creates


a cash flow due to eventual asset removal obligations, any such cash flow is not


sheltered in any reserve accounts and forms part of the general revenue requirement of


Manitoba Hydro instead. The Board heard evidence that energy-generating assets are


rarely decommissioned and removed entirely, and are most frequently replaced. In such


instances, IFRS requires removal costs for the existing asset to form part of the overall


capital cost of the new asset recovered from future ratepayers. In the Board's view,


there are no compelling reasons to set up a deferral account to allow for the continued


collection of net salvage.


However, the Board, at this time, is not prepared to determine Manitoba Hydro's


revenue requirement for rate-setting purposes based on a switch from the ASL


methodology to the ELG procedure.


Under either ASL or ELG, Manitoba Hydro is eventually made whole, since by the time


an asset is decommissioned, the entire capital cost has been recovered by Manitoba


Hydro from ratepayers. However, there is no doubt that over the next twenty years (the


timeframe for Manitoba Hydro's integrated financial forecast), a switch to ELG would


increase Depreciation Expense in every single year. Furthermore, Manitoba Hydro was


unable to advise the Board at which point ratepayers should expect a "crossover point"


at which the increased Depreciation Expense recovered in the early years reduces


Depreciation Expense in the later years. As such, the Board must assume that during


the entirety of the foreseeable 20 year planning horizon, a switch to ELG would increase


the amount of Depreciation Expense consumers are expected to fund through their


rates.


For purposes of rate-setting, the Board orders Manitoba Hydro to continue to determine


Depreciation Expense based on its existing ASL methodology at this time.





